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The Ithacan / Chuck Holliday 
From left, Danielle Lawrence, Scott Mraz and Mike Ward 
watch Dallas defeat Pittsburgh during Sunday's Super Bowl. 
• -~,~ .... ,i.~"'"''•"'1"'\t.;::.•4-,_ '-Meal plan begins 
on empty stomach 
Computer error causes missed meals 
an inconvenience. Meanwhile, it is 
By T. Teejay Hoang searching the ID computer for 
Ithacan Staff records of students who missed their 
Students on a board plan who meals due to the electronic mistake, 
missed their me.als due to an elec- he added. 
tronic mistake last week can now "It will take us some time to go 
expect a reimbursement, according back to figure that out. We will then 
to Ithaca College Treasurer Carl be in touch with those students," 
Sgrecci. Sgreccisaid,ootiogtbathehopeslo 
''Depending on which meal plans contact individual affected students 
[students] are on [they] will be re- by letter within the next few weeks. 
imbursed either with cash or credit Matthew Colchamiro '98 was 
for.Bonus Dollars," Sgrecci said. among students who expcriL:oced 
Sgrecci said a problem occurred hassles while using his ID cafd for 
due to the transfer of student ac- lunch Wednesday, Jan. 24. "I 
counts between different computer couldn't eat because my card 
systems. The College discovered wouldn't go through," he said. "I 
the error Wednesday, Jan. 24, he bad to stand in line at the bursar's 
said. "It took us a couple of days to office for almost 40 minutes .. , 
clear the error. But now the prob- He added that he y.,as one of 
lem ~s fixed," Sgrecci said. more than 50 students waiting in 
The computer mi$take denied line at the bursar's office during 
about 120 students entry to dining that time. Colchamiro was allowed 
halls and invalidated the Bonus to eat at the dining halls in the 
Dollars feature on their meal plans, evening. 
said Howard McCullough, ~rector According to Cole~, com-
of dining services. puter files at the bursar's office 
The computer error also caused indicated that an unpaid balance on 
ID scanning devices to deny more his account caused computerized 
than 170 transactions, McCullough ID scanners to deny his entry. 
said. Students returning with.any out-
Affected students were allowed standing balance of more than $500 
toeaton Wednesday evening when on their account would need to re-
they filled out an admittance re- solve their debt in order lO partici-
ceipt, McCullough said.. pateinmealplans,saidBursar Anne 
"We are sorry it occurred," Woodard~ 
Sgrccci added. "'It was an inconve- "Last 'semester, I didn't get to 
nience for students. We took the eatforadayandahalfbecausethey 
correctiYe action. We.will do any- had problems with my student ac-
lhinf~[~ _to)revent it from . ~"~dTroda~~ '98. · 
-~ift.- - -- - - --- It happened agam this semester, 
, S~ •be College regrets · but I missed only two meals." 
_the enm ~ put some students at See. MEN. PLAN, next page 
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Equity in sport; College 
strives to level the field 
Students against 
recent cuts to 
men's programs 
By Edward Alessi 
Ithacan Staff 
When Brian Gicring '96 applied 
lo Ithaca College he had inl.entions 
of joining the golf team. The Col-
lege was one of the f cw schools that 
offered a team that played on a 
competitive level, but last spring 
the school cul the program and 
Gieriog was lefl more than disap-
pointed. 
'Thcgolfteamcnrichedmycol-
lege career, and the benefits that the 
team gave_ to the school outweighed 
the cutting," Gicring said. 
The school had lo cul the pro-
gram partly because of Title IX, an 
act put into effect in 1972 which 
st.ates tl1at all men· s mid women', 
sports must be equal. During tl1e 
past year. three junior varsity men· s 
teams have been cul in an effort to 
c,1mply with Title IX. 
C-oncerns have been raised by 
colleges and universities who feel 
they arc having lo cut men· s teams 
while failing to provide women· s 
sports. 
Leah Spataro '99, a member of 
the crew team, agrees that the Col-
lege should be providing for the 
students needs even during 
downsizing. 
"Obviously, the College is not 
dealing with the gender equity is-
sue well. The purpose of [Title IX] 
THE EQUITY SCOREBOARD 
• Over the last year, the number of men's junior varsity teams 
dropped from five to three, and women's junior varsity teams 
dropped from one to zero. (Women's junior varsity lacrosse was 
dropped because of lack of student interest.) 
• For the 1994·95 school year, 12 men's and 13 women's varsity 
teams existed. 
• There are 15 full-time male coaches and eight full-time female 
coaches. 
• Eleven of the coaches only coach men's teams and five 
women's teams are coached by men. 
• The percent of all-female IC students participating in sanctioned 
athletics rose from 9.2 percent in 1993-94 to 10. 7 percent in 1994· 
95, while the percent of male students participating rose from 16 
percent to 17.4 percent. 
• The ratio of women to men within the sports program 1s two to 
three. 
is to create opportunities for women, 
m1d the College is not doing this by 
cutting men ·steams,'" Spataro said. 
Provost Thoma<, Longin, chair 
of the Gender Equity Committee, 
said tl1e Colleges·s intcntmrn, we!e 
not tn cut men's le.urn,. However . 
with !he fiiianciaf crisis llwre were 
no other ways !or the College to 
achieve equality, he said. 
There is also a new rulmg con-
cerning Title IX which soon may he 
affecting most colleges across the 
country. Louisiana St.ate Univer-
sity is facing a lawsuit which st.ates 
that cutting men· s teams to ob lain 
proportionality in men's and 
women's sports may not be enough 
to achieve equality. Instead, col-
leges must consider providing op-
portunities for women by listening 
to their request for varsity teams 
and starting intramural sports to 
meet their needs, the judge in the 
ct,c said. 
Affirmative Actmn Officer 
Frm1cine Montemurro said t11c im-
pact of tl1e ruling on Ithaca College 
is s11fl unclear, smce 11 occurred in 
Loms1m1a, "The Louisimiacourt hw, 
takcn_a ground-hreaking step. The 
ques(IOII is, WIil oilier judges fol-
low the trend?" Montemurro s~ud. 
Despite what tl1e Louisiana ml-
mg might mca11 111 the future, the 
college is stIII tlcalmg witl1 reduc-
tions in men· steams. The programs 
dropped were golf, junior varsity 
lacrosse and junior varsity wres-
tling. Longin said cutting tl1ese 
teams did bring the College closer 
to gender equity. 
"In the course of the past 20 
years we have come to where we 
pretty much have matching num-
bers of sports programs,'' Longin 
said. 
See EQUITY, next page 
Legendary coach to retire 
Kostrinsky to leave field hockey 
program after 27 years at the helm 
By Laura Beilman 
Assistant Sports Editor 
After27 years of heading the 
women's field hockey program, 
Doris Kostrinsky has decided to 
bring one of the most successful 
coaching careers in Division ill 
to a close. 
Kostrinsky, who will offi-
cially leave at the end of the 
· semester, said her decision to 
accept an early retirement pack-
age from the college stems from 
many factors. 
"Little things were building 
up in the plus column that this 
might be a good time," she ~d. 
"I've been here for 27 years. 
I've been very intense with 
coacbiogand very consumedand 
in one respect, I'm looking for-
ward to changing gears a biL" 
One reason Kostrinsky bas 
decided lo re-
tire is the 
change in 
players she's 
seen over the 
years. 
"Kids are 
not used to 
being told Doris Kostrinsky 
what they're 
doing is not good enough. More 
kids get defensive about it, cer -
lainly more than [they did] years 
ago," Kostrinksy said. "They never 
really recognize that maybe they 
need to work a little harder because 
it's always been good enough be-
fore." 
Kostriosky's tough and direct 
style has been both praised and criti-
cized. 
"I am a coach for the tough-
minded, highly competitive, highly 
skilled woman who really wants to 
be tested, who really wants to 
improve and really wants to win 
the whole thing," Koslrinksy 
said. 
Senior goalie Lynn Anne 
Bolton, who has practiced un-
der Koslrinsky's direct style for 
four years, agrees. 
"She runs a very competitive 
program and she bas lo be that 
way," Bolton said. "Her whole 
purpose for being here is ba'-i· 
cally lo win and if you're not a 
tough-mindedathlete, you won't 
be able to handle it" 
However, senior halfback 
Rachel Santom said some play-
ers do not respond well to 
Kostrinsky's approach. 
"She's qiore of an old-fash-
ioned type of coach. She's used 
to the more conservative type of 
person. I would want more rap-
port with players. I've learned 
what kind of coach I want to 
be," Santom said. 
Kostrinsky stands by her 
See KOSTRINSKY, page 25 
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MEAL PLAN 
continued from previous page 
Northern was turned away for 
lunch at the Towers Dining Hall 
and for dinner at the Terraces Din-
ing Hall on Jan. 22, he said. 
The computer error not only 
caused disruption in regular meal 
plans but also Bonus Dollars. Bo-
nus Dollars are part of the meal plan 
used both in dining halls for stu-
dents' invited guests, and at various 
locations on campus, such as the 
snack bar or food court. 
Jon Kallas '99 said he had prob-
lems with both his regular meal 
plan and his Bonus Dollars. 
Kallas requested to change his 
board to 14 meals a week from his 
previous 20-meal plan. He said his 
requested board plan, however, was 
not changed until be asked the 
bursar's office to fix it yesterday. 
While with a guest at the Terrace 
Dining Hall on Jan. 27°, Kallas 
found an error with bis Bonus Dol-
lars' balance. "There was supposed 
to be about $120 left in the ac-
count," Kallas said of bis Bonus 
Dollars, "bul they told me only $50 
something remained on my ac-
count" 
Sgrecci said the College acted 
quickly to correct the problem. 
"We took immediate action and 
did not deny swdents any meals as 
soon as we began to have the prob-
lem on mid-day of Wednesday," 
Sgrecci said. "Nobody should have 
been denied any meals after 
Wednesday evening." 
When first established, informa-
tion on student accounts is ttans-
ferred to various computers includ-
ing the ID system, Sgrecci added. 
"[The ID system] is not an inte-
grated part of the student account 
structure," he said. "Weexperienced 
a problem with the download. It did 
not transfer all of the students that it 
should have." 
"We will learn from our experi-
ences once we go though this and 
find out what went wrong," the 
treasurer said. "In this case, we took 
a corrective action." 
. "Kallas said,I'm happy that they 
apologized. That's to show that they 
care about the students." 
Northern said, however, he was 
skeptical of the College's apology 
and its plan to reimburse students. 
"I'd assume that they do that this 
time because they were made aware 
that it was a problem," added North-
ern. "They dido' t do that- not any 
apology - last semester." 
Briefly 
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EVENTS 
• Dorney Park and Wildwater 
Kingdom will be conducting 
open auditions for performers, 
musicians, costum~d charac-
ters, stage managers, lighting 
technicians and sound 
engineers who wish to perform 
in one of six live musical 
revues for their 1996 season. 
The auditions will be held 
Monday Feb. 5 in the Emerson 
Suites. Registration will be 
from 3:00·6:00 p.m. 
CORRECTIONS 
• The article "Scholarship. 
companies fail to deliver aid 
offers" in the Jan. 25 issue· · 
of The Ithacan omitted Kiriko 
Nishiyama as a contributor to 
the article. 
Hair Design and Tanning 
at Rogan's Comer ~ 
277-TANS ""'j" 
within walking distance to LC. 
and plenty of free parking! 
Walk-ins Welcome! 
Welcome Back Specials 
Winter '96 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • 
• • One Month Unlimited • $3_00 OFF • • $5.00 OFF • • • 
• • Tanning • • 
• Highlighting Shampoo, 
• : Single Bed Triple Bed : Cut and Dry : 
• • $29.99 $35.00 • • 
··································~ Please present coupon upon visit. Specials expire Feb. 25. 
EQUITY 
continued from previous page 
But some _people are still un-
happy with the final results. 
Jim Johnston, former coach of 
the golf team, said the College did 
not have a valid argument for cut-
ting the team because women were. 
not restricted from joining the team. 
"On the bocks it looks like you 
cut amen• sprogram," Johnson said. 
"The golf team was a small pro-
gram that was unable· to defend 
itself. It is a shame that it had to be 
cut" 
Although the golf team never 
denied women the chance to play, 
Assistant Directoroflntercollegiate 
Athletics Kristen Ford said the qual-
ity of the experience was not what 
Ithaca College wanted for the 
women on the leant, because some 
of the rules are different for men 
and women. 
Longin said when the decision is 
made Lo cut teams, the College ex-
amines each team and decides 
whether they provide the maximum 
experience for students. 
Longin added that the cancella-
tion of the golf team did not af(ecl 
too many students ... [The College] 
knows that we have disrupted the 
lives of some and we regret that," 
Longin said. 
Longin said that the College 
plans Lo cap the number of men in 
baseball and football. Longin an-
ticipates this will bring the school 
closer to proportionality. He said 
the size of the football program 
adds significantly to the men's 
sports budget 
Lisa Freitag '99, a member of 
the women's track team, said that it 
would be a good idea for the Col-
lege to decrease the budgets of sports 
like football and baseball. 
"The school · should give the 
money from these. {programs] to · 
the teams that may be in danger," 
Freitag said. "The College needs to 
try and keep as many sports teams 
as they can." 
Longin said the College's goal 
is to obtain proportionality in men's 
and women's sports by 1998 or 
1999. 
STORE HouRS: 
Monday - Thursday: 6 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday: 6 a.m. to 1 am. 
Sunday: 8 a.m. to Midnight 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m. to Midnight 
272-3448 Friday: 11 a.m. to i am. Saturday: Noon to 1 a.m. 
1103 DANBY RD. Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
r-------- ~~·~a~~- --------~ 
: Large Pizza and 2 16oz. Pepsis : 
: For $6.99 tax included : 
I •You MUST MENTION AD WHEN ORDERING AND PRESENT rr·u~N PURCHASEm• I 
a EXPIRES 2/15/96 NOTVALIDWITHANYOlHEROFFERU 
~-----------------------------
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Montemurro said the College's polo, ,women,.s ice hockey aD<J ex-
plan over tbe'next few years should pailding women's -crew. Longin 
achieve its goal. "It is bard to con- . added that these sports would have 
ttol those numbers exactly, but been the growth possibility if the 
we're getting towards substantial school_conlinued to be financially 
proportionality. The plan that we stable. 
haveandthequantitativeresources "We've looked at every possi-
we are going for are leading us in bility. [The College J is not going to 
this direction," she said. stopgenderequityfordownsizing," 
Longin said that, compared to Longin said. If you can't add re-
most colleges, Ithaca has been do- sources you are going to have to 
ing well with the gender equity is- reduce what you'i:e doing, or di-
sue, although the College .still did minish the quality of everything, 
notreacbitsgoalinprovidingequal and you don't want to do that" 
sports for men and women. . Some students who participated 
"We have been working on gen- in other programs that werecutlast 
der equity prior it to being a major year feel that the quality of Ithaca 
national issue:we were very con- Collegesportsprogramsalreadybas 
scious of our student population," diminished. 
Longin said. Scott Quinn '98, a former junior 
"It bas exceeded fifty percent varsity lacrosse, said it was unfair 
womenfor22years,"besaid. "From to cut the lacrosse team to balance 
the time you look back historically, women's and men's sports teams. 
thereisahistoryofwomcn'sathlet- "The College should strive to fmd 
ics at Ithaca that is more significant another way to promote gender eq-
tban at other colleges." _ uity. I pay a lot of money for this 
Christine Pritchard, coach of school and I should be able to have 
women's varsity basketball, added this program available to me," 
that the College bas an active gen- Quinn said. 
derequitycommitteeforsportspro- A deciding factor in cutting a 
grams,andtheathleticcoacbeshave junior varsity program is whether 
considerable input in the commit- the College is dependent on the 
tee. team to foster potential varsity play-
Longin said the College had ers. David Ruckman, coach of the 
wanted to expand programs for varsity wrestling team, said cutting 
women to include junior varsity junior varsity wrestling team limits 
programs in lacrosse and softball. the opportunities for the wrestlers 
However. the College discovered that are not one of the starting ten. 
thataddingjuniorvarsityprograms Derek Donegan '99, a second 
for women at this time are not going string member of the varsity wres-
to provide a quality experience. tling team, said if the school bad a 
Longin said that there are not junior varsity team, the second and 
enough programs in other colleges third string players would be able to 
and universities for Ithaca College wrestle more often and it would be 
women to compete against Longin t easier for them to adapt to college 
added.that junior varsity women's wrestling. 
basketball may be consideted since Track coach Jim Nichols said 
many other colleges are beginning that with the cuts tomen' s track, the 
this program. squad numbers are limited and for 
Pritchard said ·art~g a junior the first time since ho:bas, been a 4 varsity .program- could strengthen ' coach, students had to be cut from 
the varsity team. "The junior var- the team. Nichols added that some 
sity team will create a level of skill athletes need to develop, and elimi-
that we need to feed into the varsity nating junior varsity poses a prob-
team," she s;iid. Iem for students who do not get 
Montemurro said before _ chance to play. 
downsizing, the College thought of Longin said this situation could 
adding such sports as synchronized be a typical result of gender equity 
swimming, women's golf, water during downsizing. 
IHTERCOUEGIATE SHI WEE HS '96 
5 DAV SKI & SNOWBOARD llFT TICKET 
5 NIGHTS LODGING LUXUR't CONDO 
5 NIGHTS OF IIITERCOllEGIATE PARTIES & CONTESTS 
-Tanfastic accepts coupons from local competitors-
~ TAN~ ac * 
SUN TANNING S~D10 
WOLFF TANNING eeos 
212.:.5598 
609 W. Clint<>n St. 
CALL and ASK-about our NEW 
high perform~nce 12 Minute 
Tanni~g Bed!! 
The large_st s~te-of-the-art 
- Tanning Bed in Ithaca! 
• 
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Getting fit a challenge inside the Cage 
Overcrowded conditions in Hill Center facility send stud~nts downtown to lift 
By Andrew Tutino 
Ithacan Assistant News Editor 
Imagine a _small room full of 
weights and 12 various weighllifting 
appardluses. Two walls in the room 
arc surrounded by a mirror and an-
other bas nothing distinguishing on 
it. In front, a chain link fence re-
sembling a cage greets you at that 
door, where 15 to 30 studcllls try to 
fiL in a workout on a busy weekday 
night 
Welcome Lo "The Cage," Lhc 
College's wcighllifting facility in 
the Hill Center for the general stu-
dem population. For $50, you c;m 
join the IC Weightlifting Club, 
which allows student<; to use free 
weight'> in Lhc cage. 
However, as more and more stu-
dent<; find the cquipmcnl inad-
equate, Lhcy arc looking for altema-
tivcs to the College's facilities. 
"The conditions at lt11aca arc 
poor, very poor. They are not suffi-
cient enough to meet student num-
bers," said Betsy Keller, assistant 
professor of exercise science at the 
Collegc:'Tbcy are poorly equipped 
and Lhe space is insufficient 
"Other schools' fitness facilities 
have, to some extent, been a re. 
cruiting tool. For a school with our 
history in health sciences and physi-
cal education, it is unfortunate that 
we don't have better facilities to 
service the students in these pro-
grams," Keller said. 
But for some students who do 
not work out off campus, the condi-
tions in Lhe Cage have increasingly 
become a problem. 
"The Cage is too crowded and 
the weights arc too old," James 
Kelleher '98 said. 
"We need more equipment and 
space," he said. 
Scott Mraz '99 agreed. "The 
Cage is way loo small and over-
crowded. It is definitely not worth 
$50," be said. 
"There arc never any new 
weights in the Cage," Duane Mor-
gan '98 said. 
"It would be worth $50 if they 
would give us some new equip-
ment," he said. 
Getting that new equipment just 
might be a possibility this year, said 
Bradley Buchanan, director of rec-
reational sports. There is a proposal 
to improve the equipment in the 
balcony weight area this year, he 
said. 
Whether Lile new equipment will 
be approved depends on how much 
funding the School of Health Sci-
"Other schools' fitness 
facilities have, to some 
extent, been a recruiting 
tool. For a school with 
our history in health · 
sciences and physical 
education, it is unfortu-
nate that we don't have 
better facilities to ser-
vice the students in 
th '' . . ese programs. 
- Betsy Keller. a.,<;sistant 
professor of exercise 
science at the College 
ences and Human Performm1cc re-
ceives after L11c budget process is 
finished, said Richard Miller, dean 
or the school. 
"It is a matter of determining 
priority capital in Health Science 
and Human Performance," he said. 
"Coming off a year of limited 
resources and going into a year 
where the capital budget has rc-
cenlly been completed, Health Sci-
ence and Human Pctformancc has 
requested to replace aging pieces of 
equipment in Lhe weight area," 
Miller said. 
The Ithacan / Rob White 
Students need a lot of extra time to use the free weights because of the crowded facilities. 
Cramped conditions form during rush hours, particularly in the evening, at the Cage. 
"Now the budget committee 
must determine to what dcg1 ..:c all 
funding requests will be approved," 
he said. 
However, Miller said the Cage 
is not Lile fir.-~ priority. 
"The priority is for renovated 
and new equipment for weight, rain-
ing and general fitness acth ities, 
ralller than striclly weightlifting," 
Miller said. 
The current proposal befo1 c the 
all-college budget committee , ._ not 
Lile first such proposal to t I y to 
boost Lile facility, which wa.-; last 
updated seven years ago. 
During Lile 1992-93 academic 
year,aproposal was submitted call-
ing for an expansion of the current 
balcony weight area and the Cage. 
The expansion would have Liken 
pla~ over the roof of the Hill Cen-
ter Pool for weightlifting, '.'.-aid 
Genevieve Macher '97, building 
supervisor in the Hill Center. 
The proposal would havi: left 
room in Lile balcony weight area 
and the current Cage for aerobics 
and other fitness-related activities, 
Macher said. 
There was a concern about the 
.. roof being able to sustain Lile weight, 
but nothing was .ever checked out, 
Macher said. 
The proposal was never ap-
proved. 
"Usually when projects of Lllat 
amount of money are not funded, it 
is either a lack of adequate funding 
or it was not one of the· highest 
priorities," Miller said. 
"It doesn't mean it wa'> not an 
inlportant initiative; Lile issue was 
how much money was available," 
be said. 
If Lile IC Weight Club could re-
cruit enough members, funding for 
Lile Cage and the balcony weight 
area would not solely depend on Lile 
College, Machcr said. 
"Between the academic years of 
'89-90 and '94-95, memberships 
have dropped significantly," 
Macber said. 
"Because of the declining mem-
bership, they haven't had enough 
money lo purchase equipment," she 
said. 
The $50 fee to work out in the 
Cage is applied towards the general 
funds of the club, Macher said. The 
first priority of the club is to pay Lile 
monitors who work there. Any left-
over money is used to purchase 
new equipment 
As the on-campus memberships 
continue to decline, the fitness fa-
cilities downtown have seen sig-
nificant increases in their student 
memberships, said several off-cam-
pus fitness center employees. 
Attitude 
When you walk into a room you 
wont heads to turn your way. You 
wont to set the trends, not follow the 
crowd. Our professionals ore 
trained from the Notional 
Cosmotology Association on the 
newest Fall trends in Haircuts, color, 
perms, make-up and nails. 
431 N. Cayuga SL !Next to Caacadllla Cndi) 
(607) 277-3943 
In fact, a study done by a group 
of students for a business and pro-
fessional communications class 
concurs that downtown member-
ships have increa-;ed. 
"As of two years ago, there was 
$200,000 spent off-campus on 
memberships at other clubs," 
Macher said. 
Courtside Racquet and Fitness' 
Nikki Brown said her club h~L'> seen 
an increase in students from South 
Hill. 
"We have seen a significant in-
crease in llllaca College student<;," 
said Brown, the fitness director at 
Courtside. "We have just done over 
$200,000 in renovations, and have 
been getting a lot of alllletcs, espe-
cially some llllaca lacrosse team 
members." 
Many student<; said Liley would 
consider working out on campus if 
Lile conditions improved. 
"I do not work out on campus 
because I Lllink Lile facilities off 
[campus] are much better, and off-
campus is not that unaffordable if 
you get student rates," Susan 
Skodon '97 said. 
"Plus, it is silly to pay $50 to 
work out at Ithaca's facilities. I 
would work out al Illlaca if they 
improved Lile facilities," she said. 
Dean Miller believes students 
work out off campus for a variety of 
reasons. 
"One of the reasons is for space. 
There are times during Lile day stu-
dcnL<; are not able to get into Lile 
weight room because it is not avail-
able lo students," Miller said. 
"Anolllcr reason is a matter of 
the off-campus facilities arc up-
dated and modem. This is real im-
portant to students, Lile contempo-
rary nature of the downtown facili-
ties," he said. 
Todd Smilll '97 said he prefers 
facilities downtown because Lhey 
offer more options. 
"Off-c;unpus is bigger and defi-
nitely has more of a choice for ma-
chines," he said. 
"Off-campus has [cardiovascu-
lar] stuff like a treadmill, and they 
have abdominal machines," Smith 
said. 
Brian Rovell '97 currenlly lifL-; 
weights off campus, but has lifted 
at Lile College before. 
"I have been to the Cage," Rovell 
said. "The facilities Lllerc are not up 
to date, and at certain times it is too 
crowded to get around because it is 
so small." 
Because downtown offers more 
options and better conditions, 
Machcr is not coming back. 
'Tve decided to get a member-
ship off campus next semester. I 
can't do my program Lile way I want 
to do it," she said. "I really can't 
afford it, but it is important to me." 
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Campus Interviews 
February 22, 1996 
;•,'" .. 
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5~1, is looking 
for highly motivated individuals to establish a career in the 
brokerage business. • 
Qualified college graduates who enter our 4-12 month Secu-
rities Training Program will prepare for Series 7 licensing 
and receive a wealth of experience working side-by-side with 
a successful stockbroker. 
OLDE's COMPENSATION PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
• Attractive base salary & commission payouts 
• Comprehensive health plan & vacation time 
• 401(k) Retirement Plan 
Campus interviews will be held on February 22, 1996. If you 
would like to succeed in the dynamic brokerage industry, please 
see your Career_ Center for more information or contact: 
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers 
National Recruiting 
751 Griswold Street 
Detroit, Ml 48226 
1-800-937-0606 
I I 
'-------------
~OLDE 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
DISCOllNTSTOCKBROKERS 
Memb('r NYSE and Sll'C 
~~ 
•JI, SYRAC.USE 
~-~ ,-···, STUDY ABROAD 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY OFFERS 
• Unmatched academic programs 
• Internships with world-class firms 
• Business courses in three countries 
• Generous grants and scholarships 
• Placement in foreign universities 
• Instruction in English or 
hos~count~language 
ITALY • ENGLAND • FRANCE 
HONG KONG • SPAIN • ZIMBABWE 
Syracuse University Study Abroad 
119 Euclid Avenue• Syracuse, NY 13244-4170 
1-800-235-3472 • OIPA@suadmin.syr.ed~ 
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Re.::accredltation. putsued· : 
By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
The College· s current status as 
an accredited institution is about lO 
run out, so members of the College 
community are preparing to renew. 
Laura De Abruna. associate pro-
fessor of Engli:,h and co-chair of 
the Middle States Steering Com-
mittee, explained the importance 
of re-accreditation lO the College. 
"It's higher education's way of 
making sure that the institutions 
have a certain kind of academic 
integrity," she said. 
Although the College's re-ac-
creditation does not occur until 
1997, preparations are already un-
derway lo prepare for the visit from 
Middle States Association repre-
sentatives. 
To assist in adequate prepara-
tion, the College recently fonned a 
steering committee comprised of 
faculty, staff, students and admin-
istrators. Tue commiucc is in charge 
of doing an internal review which 
will prepare the College for the 
upcoming process, De Abruna said. 
"During the self-study, we will 
look at every part of the institution 
and try to figure out whether we're 
doing what we say we're doing and 
how well we're doing it," De 
Abruna said. 
The Middle States Association 
will review the study an.d then de-
cide whether lO accredit the Col-
lege, De Abruna said. 
The association, which_ is the 
accrediting body for colleges and 
universities in the Mid-Atlantic 
states including New York, last re-
accredited the College in 1987. It 
requires that all participating 
schools undergo the process every 
10 years, according to De Abruna. 
"Accreditation is considered a 
fairly necessary thing to have. Most 
institutions of higher learning in the 
U.S. belong to an accrediting body 
which is the insurance to the stu-
dents and parents that the institu-
tion maintains a certain level of 
quality in the education it is offer-
ing," De Abruna said. _. 
Dr. Arturo Iriarte, a representa-
tive from the Middle States Asso-
ciation, will visit the College on 
Feb. 6-7 to meet with the commit-
tee, said Mary Lee Seibert, associ-
ate provost and dean of graduate 
studies and co-chair of the Middle 
States Association Steering Com-
mittee. 
Iriarte will act as the College's 
liaison until re-accreditation and 
will also be involved in selecting 
the Middle States Association rep-
resentatives who will come to re-
accredit the College, Seibert said. 
The internal review will exam-
ine the same areas the representa-
tives from the Middle States Asso-
ciation will evaluate. 
"We have a set of standards from 
the Middle States, and what we're 
going to do is take those standards 
and apply them to ourselves," 
Seiber:t said. "We'll start out look-
ing at the College's mission state-
ment and goals to see if they are still 
up to date with what we're sup-
posed to be doing. We'll be looking 
at practically everything you can 
think of on campus." 
Specific areas to be studied in-
clude the College' sobjectives, plan-
ning and resource allocation, pro-
grams, curriculum, admissions, stu-
dent services, faculty, staff, admin-
istration, library, physical plant and 
publications, De Abruna said. 
Since there are many areas of the 
College to be studied, the commit-
tee will be appointing subgroups. 
"We're hoping to get the sub-
gFOups identified and their charges 
to them within the next month," 
~eibert said. "We hope that this 
self-study process will touch ev-
erybody in the Ithaca College Com-
munity. It is very important to the 
College that everyone be aware of 
what the process is and be ac; in-
volved in the process as w~ can 
make them." 
Gateway opening the courts 
Professor's group aids women in navigating judicial system 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan News Editor 
An Ithaca College professor is 
one of the founders of a group that 
will teach women, especially vic-
tims of domcslic violence, to suc-
cessfully find their ways through 
the court system. 
Gwen Seaquist, associate pro-
fessor ol management, mid oilier 
member,- of the Gateway Commit-
tee have developed mi educational, 
refemil and support prognm_i for 
women 1ha1 could he used a,- a 
model throughout t11e ,-t.ale. 
Gateway is composed of a pro-
grnm t11at helps women understand 
and utilize the court process ,L<; well 
m, a research division t11at will 
gat11er slatistici., Seaquist said. The 
program ,s one of the first of iL<; 
kind in the country. 
Susan Pratt, administrative aid 
to Assemblyman Martin Luster(D-
5) and one of the five coordinators 
of the program, said Gateway will 
coordiuate wjth other service agen-
. cies in tl1e county. Those agencies 
include Displaced Homemakers, 
Ithaca Rape Crisis and the 
Tompkins County Task Force for 
Battered Women. 
In addition, a sociologist. a rep-
rcscntati ve of the Dispute Resolu-
tion Center and a fonner city court 
judge are all lending their expertise 
to the program. 
"Many support and advocacy 
groups only deal with one issue -
ours will be a general referral sup-
port program," Prall said. 
Seaquist' s role is in the educa-
tional aspect of the project. 
She is maJsing a video explain-
ing how the court system works, 
featuring people who describe their 
experiences. This will help prevent 
women from feeling intimidated 
when they enter the courtroom, she 
said. 
Scaquis_t hopes lo mclude ltlrnca 
College students in the writing of 
t11e script and pmducuon of t11e 
film. 
In addition, Seaquist will write 
explanatory pamphlet.<; for Gateway 
and other agencies to distribute. 
'This program was necessary 
because women were disenfran-
chised from the court system and 
felt very disempowercd," Seaquist 
said. 
The idea for Gateway originated 
ata women's town meeting at which 
many individuals voiced a need for 
help in dealing with the court sys-
tem. 
"The concern is that women 
leave the court system feeling even 
more victimized," Pratt said. "They 
feel helpless, which sometimes 
leads to a continued falling into the 
same pattern. They don't have the 
skills to care for themselves." 
The project members are hoping 
to receive a grant through the court 
administration, Pratt said. They arc 
also working to raise town, city and 
county monetary support. If ad-
equate money is raised, Gateway 
hopes to set up iL-; own center, she 
said. 
"The vision is to have a Gate-
way coordinator who will take re-
ferrals from other agencies, do an 
analysis and know what services to 
offer women,'' Pratt said. 
As part of Gateway. volunteers 
who arc comfortahlc with the court 
proccs!> will accompany women 
who need assistance for court ap-
pearances. 
"The idea is to take t11at person 
and wrap-a cocoon around her while 
she· s going lllrough the court sys-
tem," Pratt said. "We really do haw 
a great court system, but people do 
fall through the cracks." 
Volunteers will also gather sta-
tistics on the outcomes of court 
cases involving women, especially 
victims of domestic violence. 
"Statistics such as these don't ex-
ist," said Seaquist "No one has 
ever collected them before." 
Pratt said this research into rul-
ingsshouldreveal whetherdiscrimi-
nation against women takes place 
in courts. 
"It should dispel some myths 
and some rumors agd get down to 
facts," Pratt said. 1'hen we can 
move to change things." 
Eating disorders clinic presented 
By eridget Kelly 
Ithacan Staff 
Many students on campus ei-
ther struggle with eating disorders 
or know someone who does. In an 
attempt to provide help to those 
who feel they might need it. the 
College will offer a free eating dis-
orders screening program on 
Wednesday, Feb. 7 in the Emerson 
Suites. __ 
The clinic, which will nm from 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m., will include an 
educational presentation on eating 
disorders and one-on-one meetings 
with health care professionals, said 
Deborah Harper, director of the 
clinic al the College. 
The screening will be held in 
conjunction with the National Eal-
ing Disorders Screening Program 
during Eating Disorders Awareness 
Week. 
Harper said four counselors will 
be on site to meet with students 
regarding the screening question-
naires they will fill ouL The screen-
ings ~ill be anonymous, she added. 
Harper said she expects students 
affected by _eatjng disorders to at-
tend, but also hopes to see students 
who are interested in learning more 
about prevention and treatmenL 
"Some of the interest may not 
come from people who are strug- -
gling with lhesedisorders," she said. 
"The informational aspect is cen-
tral to the program." 
The screening is just one of sev-
eral national events that will take 
place during Eating Disorders 
Awareness Week. An organization 
-called Ealing Disorders Awareness 
and ~vention Incorporated will 
sponsor a day without dieting on 
F)i~. Feb. 9 to p~mote size ac-
ceptance, Harper said 
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New club proves there's no place like home 
Ithaca College students attract employers by creating home pages on the World Wide Web 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan News Editor 
Sixty seconds. 
That is bow loog the average 
employer looks at a resmne. So 
you• d better' make it good. 
Bot DOW with thegrowingpopu-
Iarityofthelntemet, students might 
be able to boot employers' inter-
ests for a bit longer. 
For the past few years. techno-
logically savvy swdents have in-
cluded theirelectronic mail~ 
oo their resume. But now sllldents 
can add another address-a World 
Wide Web address. 
The Student Home 'Pages of 
Ithaca College Club now offers 
home pages to students who would 
like to have their own space on the 
College's Web server. 
In the past. very few students 
had pages because the College fun-
ited SCl"Ver space to recognized or-
ganizations only. However. the Stu-
dent Government Association ap-
. proved the club last October. clear-
ing the way for student use. said 
Craig Bloem, president of the club. 
"'The way the College policy is 
wrineo. you have to be part of an 
organization. Wehavegooeandset 
upan o,:gaoi23tioojust forthal pur-
pose." Bloem said. 
A home page is an eleCll'ODic 
documentthal~textand 
graphics tbatcanbe viewed by any-
one who~ Intemetaccess. 
Students who would like lheir 
own home page oo the Web can 
join the club by filling out a mem-
bership applicalion 3D(l attending a 
threebour wOlksbop. 
1be workshops are designed to 
instruct students on how to design 
and publish their page on the 
Internet. The next class is sreduled 
Monday Feb. 12 from -9 to 11 a.m., 
said Sarah Hylton •9g, director of 
membership. 
Additiooal classes are being 
planned, she said. The classes are 
scheduledinconj1D1Ction with Aca-
demic C001puting and Client Ser-
vices. ACCS is also planning to 
host independent classes for fac-
ulty. staff and students, she said 
Students who already know how 
to design pages do not have to at-
tend the classes. Bloem said 
After students design their home 
page. it will be put on the College• s 
web server. The server can be ac-
cessed with a web browser such as 
Netscape, at WWW jthaca edo/sbp. 
Theadvantageofbavingahoole 
page is that a student can include 
more infonnation that may at113Ct 
anemployer,saidclubmemberTtm 
Speicher '96. 
Speicher said his page could 
showcasehisabilitytodesignpages. 
Dming winter break he aeated a 
home page for a busine&'> in his 
hooletown.Severalothef'bll'iinesses 
expressed interest and have hired 
Speicbertodesignpages.Nowheis 
considering designing pages pro-
fessionally after he graduates. 
In addition to his resume. 
Speicher also has links to the pages 
of Ithaca College. MfV and the 
Billy Joel Frequently Asked Ques-
tions List. 
Bloem said the students have 
full editorial control over what they 
include on their page. However. 
some material can be considered 
inappropriate. he said 
For example. material that is il-
legal. confidential or copyrighted 
will not be allowed on the page. If 
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• If you are interested in learning more about creating your own 
home page, contact the Student Home Pages of IC at 
shp@ic3.ithaca.edu or visit their homepage at: 
www.ithaca.edu/shp . 
• The next workshop on designing homepages is scheduled for 
Monday, February 12 S-11am 
material is found to be inappropri-
ate, the executive board of the club 
can remove the material. 
Bloem said that in the future, the 
question of what is considered ap-
propriate could cause some debate. 
"The illegal thing is very debat-
able." Bloem said. "There are al-
ways going to be oonttoversial is-
sues-there are with the Net What 
is pornography? What is harass-
ment? Those questions are going to 
come up." 
The club. which began last se-
mester.CIIO'CDtly has about40mem-
bers. However. Bloem expects 
membership to be about I 00 by the 
end of the semester. Five students 
have their pages on the server al-
ready. he said 
itECVCLE 
Future plans for the club include 
designing pages for other organiza-
tions to raise funds for SHP. as well 
as working with Career Planning 
and Placement. Bloem said. Stu-
dents' resmnes would be organized 
in accordance with their career ob-
jectives for outside businesses to 
access. 
Bloem said outside businesses 
would be invited to search through 
the resumes for prospective em-
ployees. 
"[We may] send out letters to 
people in human resources, compa-
nies and organizations all over the 
world and say. 'Look, we have this 
page, we have resumes here. Come · 
takealook-seeifthereisanybody 
here you would like,,,., he said. 
Please recycle this Ithacan. 
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- ~ SHABBAT on Campus ~ 
1.CHFllE 
MOZZAR.W.A. K.ICOITA AND PARMESAN 
2. VEGGIE 
BROCroU.MUSHllOOMS. PARMESAN, 
MOZ2.U.EUA &: RJCOTTA 
3. 'fwn.IGHT 7.oNE ® 
4.RONI 
PEPPERONI. MOZZAREll.A 6:: R.ICOITA 
5. OH!Z.ONE 
6. SPEED Z.ONE 
12.MEATY 
MEATBAU.S. ONIONS 6:: MOZZAREU..A. 
13. Low CAL-7.oNE ® 
Bl!OCXOU.OiEDDAJL 
MOZZA.R£ll.A & GAlU..JC 
14. MAUIWOWI 
PINEAPPLE. HAM.&: MOZZAREllA Oi.EESE 
15. ENI> ZoNE ® 
STEAX. PEPPERS. ONIONS 3c MOZZAltEI.L\ 
16. LoADING 7.oNE 
""-EADED CHJom<. PEPP£115, 
ONlONllcMOZZARfJ..1.A 
17. TIMEZ.ONE® 
snw.ot. WOZZARlllA. IUCOTTA 0c GAAL.le PEPPERS. ONIONS, MUSHROOMS, 
~OZZAJI.El.LA 6: IJOOITA 
7. SournERN CAL Z.ONE 18. CHEFSEBURG 
HAMBURC AND OiEESE WITH 
MEXICAN SEASONING 
8.IIAMwNE 
1--lAMIUltC.. BACON. 
MOZZAR.ELLA. &: CHEDDAR 
19.PARKINGZoNE® 
23. SolOOL ZoNE ® 
STEAi'.. MUSHROOMS & MOZ2AREU.A 
24. CoRDON BI.EU 
BR.EAOEDCHIO<EN. HAM. 
AMEi.ie.AN ~ MOZZAllll.l.A 
25. NEUTRAL ZoNE 
BIU'ADEDCHICXEN. HOT SAUCE. 
ONIONS 0c O<EDO.u. 
26. DROP 7.oNE 
BllEADEDCHIO<EN.l'El'PERONL 
MOZZAIIEllA 0c IUCOTD\ 
27. BBQ CmcKEN 
UEM>a>CHICJO'N, BACON. 
OiEDDAJl 0c 1111Q. SAUCE 
28. BBQ_ STEAK 
ST1'AI'.. MOZZARfllA.AMERJCAN 
OtEE5E.83QSAIJCE 
29.PFsro 
MOZL\RlllA. P'£5TO. TOMATOES 
30. TFSTING ZoNE 
llAO>N. HAM. WOZZAIUllA 0c Ill COTTA ""-EADED CHICKEN, 
lllllXl:OU 0c MOZZAIUllA 
BllfADEDOUom<. MOZZAREl.U. rESTO 
9. CmCKEN PARME-Z<>NE.® 20. DANGER Z.ONE ® 31. Rom N' SHRooMs 
BR.E.AOED OUCXEN WITH 
MOZARal.A 6:: PAR..\4ESAN 
IO.EGGPLANT 
HAMIIUllG. OiEDDAJl O<EESE. MDCICAN 
SEASO=. ONIONS 0c HOT SAUCE 
21. STRIKE Z.ONE ® 
BllL\liED EGCPLANT. CAIWC & MOZLUEI..l.A Sl'1NAOI. Baf.ADEO ECl;P1ANt IJCOITA 
CAlllJC 0c MOZZAllEll.A 
11. CoMBO 22. llHACA. ZONE 
1'£1'1'EltONI. MOZZAREl.U. 
RICOTTA&: MUSHROOMS 
32. TURKEY Cws 
llJllXD: TOMATOES, BACON 
MOZZAIUllA OcAMElllCAN 
33.SPINNER 
SAUSAGE. PEl'P£ll5. 0NIONS 0c MOZZAllEllA Sl'INACH. MOZZAlillA. RICOTTA. 
C.UUClcllUADEDCHICXEN 
/,1·,r Pt r \flJi'lJ,1tt,ll•Tl>:_\c!1l!hZo:,1 -
l1IJ'( \•l ';\-,,•L'lU\\•l'I'\,~f\li 
- HOURS- ' -PRICES-
·NEW" 
·NEW" 
MONDAY - TIRJRSDAY . 11:00 AM - 2.-00 AM ALL CAIZONES (JNCUJD(5 TJ\Xl ·-·--·········-··-· $4.50 
FRIDAY - SAJURDAY 11:00 AM - 3:00 AM COKE. DIET COKE, SPRITE .. _________________ S .75 
SUNDAY 11:00AM-1:00AM · SNAPPLE ___ S .75 
WE NOW CARRY SNAPPLE - RASPBERRY TEA. LEMON TEA. PINK. LEMONADE. 
AND ICIWI STRAWBERRY! ____________ T ___________ _ 
I $100-0FF I 3 FOR $12 
I ANY 2 CALZONES I ANY 3 CALZONES IExpircs 5131196 0oc coupon pcr 2 cmoncs I Expires 5(31196 0oe coupon per 2 ca1mocs I 
r------------~------------~ 1. 2 FREE COKES 12 FREE SNAPPLES1 I Wf!" PURCHASE OF 2 CA120NES I w~ PURCHASE OF 2 CAI.ZONES I 
1 Exims 5f31/IJ6 One coupon pcr 2 calzoaes I Expires Sf311'J6 · One coupon per 2 calzoocs1 
.. _________________________ ..
V Friday 6pm - Equalitarian SVC 
Reform SVC 
both in Muller Chapel 
7pm - SHABBAT DINNER! 
Terrace Dining Hall 
V 
Sunday, Feb. 4, 6pm - TU BISHVAT SEDER 
join us on Terrace Dining Balcony for a 
conversation about trees and other living things 
~ JoinUs! ~ 
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Computers a tough byte for sQme.grads.·· 
By Jocelyn Egyes 
Ithacan Staff 
As the seniors are preparing to 
graduate, many have different opin-
ions about the preparation Ithaca 
College has provided them for en-
trance into the computer age. Re-
cent alumni, students and college 
officials disagree on whether the 
student or the College is respon-
sible for this preparation. 
Brian Mauriello '96, a Televi-
sion/Radio major with a concentra-
tion in educational media and de-
sign production, said, "The com-
puter classes I took laid a founda-
tion and let me go with my interest 
from there." But he also feels that 
1l is tlie students' resporn,ibility to 
experience computers on theirown. 
The Schools of Hcaltli Sciences 
and Human Pcrfonnancc, Business 
mid Humanities and Sciences re-
quire students to take a computer 
course in order to graduate. The 
Music School docs not have any 
computer requirements mid tlie Park 
!->Choo! only has computer require-
ments for corporate communica-
tions maJon,. 
Caryn Clark '96, a music cduca-
11011 major, said she feels that it 
w,;uld be good to make computer 
courses a requirement. In her years 
al tlie College, she did 1101 take a 
computer class because it w,L'> not 
required. Now, Clark said she re-
grets not having taken a class. 
"I tliink it is necessary because 
everywhere you go you will have to 
ui.e a computer. IL~ ~l~ Y.{;cy_, lhe 
~i.)rl_d is now; in aiiy .. job,~ Cl.irk 
said. 
_ Wbctl1er students ~~{o,~c;; 
a computer dass on tllc1r 6Jn or hy 
req_uirement • .Dave Weil, commu-_ 
nic.ilions :md.tn1i11ing coonlim11or 
for academic computing and client 
services, said he feels it is neces-
sary for all students to have some 
knowledge about computer use. 
-·Every student should be famil-
iar with computers no matter what 
their major is. Students across the 
curriculum should use computers," 
Weil said. 
;; -~~· ;; 
;;; <,f'. ;; 
Dennis Lynch, assistant dean of 
communications, explained why 
computer courses are not required 
for most communication majors. He 
said it is the students' responsibility 
to take such classes on their own. "It 
is not worth giving credit for," he 
said. 
Associate Provost and Dean of 
Graduate Studies Mary Lee Seibert 
said, "Students who arc computer 
literate and don't need progrdffis 
can't be forced to take clw,scs if 
they aren't required." 
Although students may be in a 
major ·which doesn't have a com-
puter requirement, Seibert said ev-
eryone will have the opportunity to 
use computers. 
"StudcnL<; taking a writing course 
will all use a computer," Seibert 
said. "it is highly unlikely for a 
student to get through a curriculum 
without having to use a computer." 
While· the college offers differ-
ent computer courses, not all stu-
dents arc pcnnitted to take 
them. For ins Lance, many 
computer science 
classes require tliat 
students rccci ve a 
score oftlirce or bet-
ter on the math 
placement exam. 
Altl1ough stu-
dents may feel 
discriminated 
again~! because 
they arc not able 
to take a com-
puter course they 
want, Seibert said 
'. it is because their matli level 
is ipsufficient, not their ba-
' sic _knowledge of compul-
cr!i. 
"Higher level cmm,cs arc 
in math and 
computers," 
Seibert said. 
"They relate to 
the concepts of 
mathematics and it deals more with 
math than computers." 
Seibert said the College pro-
vides two different teaching meth-
ods to accommodate students. 
"Courses are offered in a cur- . 
riculum on how to use computers. 
There arc also advanced classes 
0 
C) 
and workshops," Seibert stated. 
"'We work with faculty to introduce 
computer technology and teach 
them how to develop presentations." 
W cil said workshops are pro-
vided for students and faculty which 
are announced by flyers or faculty 
to introduce them to the latest tech-
nology. 
"Not a day goes by that we are 
not unpacking a computer," Weil 
said. "The College [supports] help-
ing faculty make use of technology 
______ . tools that 
arc there." 
Although 
new tech-
nology and 
new com-
puters arc 
brought to 
the Col-
lege, not all 
students arc happy with the com-
puter facilities. Marketing major 
Jason Chute '96 is one of them. 
"I feel the facilities for IBM arc 
very poor, and for business stu-
·. dents, that is all there is in tl1c 
business world," Chute said. 
Lynn Evans· 92 is now an 
auditor for an accounting 
firm. 
Although Evans 
thinks she was ad-
equately prepared to use 
computers in tl1c work-
place, she feels it is 
from her accounting 
classes rather than her 
computer class.· 
Brad Quigley '94 agrees. 
"Some classes [the College] had 
that dealt with computers only 
showed you how to use 
WordPerfect There is more to com-
, putihg "ilia'n''\vor'i\' 'pfoc'e~~ing 
-- - programs:·· -- -
® 
Students log into electronic mail 
to communicate with their friends 
or family. In some ca,;;es, students 
may not be able to Ope(ate a basic 
~~" ;~; 
~v ;; . 404 W. State St. PIZZER.IA Ithaca, NY 
; . 
;; Ithaca's biggest Calzones ... 
Guaranteed! 
Over 14" Long, Only $ 4. 75 each! 
1. "Gotta Lotta Ricotta"Cheese ® - 13. Seafood -
(MouardJ&. Rlcolla, Pe«rlao Romano and Spices) (MomrcU-. Rla,ua, Crabmal, Shrimp) 
2. Ham - 14. Meatball Parmesan Calzone -
(Mouardla. RlcoUa. P«oclno Ramano and Spica) (MOZDttJJ&. Rloolla, Mealballs, Tomalo Saoa) 
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(Mushrooms, Oiiv"'. P<ppcn. Spu,ach, Qo.,o ... B=hl (MOZDrclla, R(oolla, s.ua., Tomala Sauct) 
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(Mozzarella. Rlcotla, Poarloo Romano and Spica) (MomrcU-. Rla>lla, Vnl, TomaloSauct) 
5. Spinach & Cheese - 17. Pesto Calzone -
(Mouanlla. lllc:atla. "-ino Ronuu,o and Spica) 
6. Broccoli & Cheese -
(Mouanlla, IUcolla,ha>rfDo R-.ao aad Spica) 
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1,,_c11a.1Uco11a, r-lao llmuno aad Spica) 
8.Chicken-
<"'-•lla, IUcolla, r-tao Romano aad Spica) 
9. Eggplant -
( ......... IUcolla, ,,_._, lloaumo aadSplca) 
l0.Mixed-
<........,1Uca11a,Pwpporoa1.5-,.._ 
Muauoma) 
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(MOZDrdla, Rlaola, Sllad T--, Palo Sauu) 
18. BBQ Smoke Calzone -
(Grilled siou. Smoud Barboquo Sauce. Mozzar-.11&. R=aa; 
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(Maznnllo, Caklwa. lbm, Blue a..-i 
20. Artichoke Calzone -
(MmDnlla,RJaitla.A111<11aka&au) 
21. Philly Calzone-
!GraW Slak,OaloM, .._., Oilddar aa-> 
22. Beer N' Oleddar-
<T---.-a.s-Cliooaa.) 
23. Turkey Calzone-
(TlarbJ,M~ a...., Rlcalla -Spica) 
< Bart,eqa01<uD,llaa....,Mcman11a,Sp1c:aJ 24. Chick-N-Bacon-
12. Hawaiian -
thaca' s First Pizza and Sub Shop 
Buffalo Style 
Chicken Wings 
Small(6} 
"Single(12) 
Double (24} 
Triple (36) 
Big "60" (60) 
Sampler (12) w/3 sauces 
Wing Ding (1001 
Wing Pack (500) 
$2.08 
$3.70 
$6.70 
$9.70 
$15.00 
$4.50 
$22.50 
$109.50 
Sauces 
Mild, Medium, Buzzin', 
•ouCH!, Honey Mustard, Garlic, 
Barbecue, Tcriyaki, Golden 
• The Fire Department mandates we tell yo 
lhat our OUCH! sauce is Ithaca's Hottest! 
FREE DELIVERY 
UNTIL3AM 
272-1950 
Also available: Subs. Spinach Squares. Porty Pocks. Pasto. Jalapeno 
Poppers. Broccolll Poppers. Gourmet Pizzas.Pizzo Frttte(frled dough) and 
Mozzarella Sticks. Onion Rings. Chicken Fingers. (11am, PIMapplt, Mazzanlla, lllcalla) !Diced Cldcua, ·-· llarbecaa s ..... Moznnlla Cli-
Made fresh to order, Any Calzone can be altered to your specifu:ations 
I B;y;n-;C;l;;;;:ai'r-LARGE-o:.;,T-1piify_ -~-r3-c;1"i~ii.;;,-iihlcti-·-o;;iy?-
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1 secondfor$2.50 ,oNEWINDOGZSE~~~~ ,o$1n1y4! 99 fte;!_~~sl o~
1·$ll[9 : PIZZA PickUp+~ly: 
NarVAUDWfnJANYOTIIEl<OffEI. I AJ<YOTIBOffEll~ ·- 2 Big Sodas L 11arVA1JDWmlAHYOTIIEIIDlfllll _, llaTVAUDWmlAHYOTIIEl<OffU L EXPIIIES]l)l/96 EXPIIU!Sl/JJ/96 + .. X . l!XPIRES]/)1196 EXPIIU!Sllll/96 .J 
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I 
word processing program but are 
learning how to use e-mail. 
According to David Weil, the 
number of student e-mail accounts 
have more than tripled between 
1993 and 1995. 
Every day, approximately 
20,000 messages are sent and re-
ceived from e-mail, Weil said. 
Seibert also commented that the 
computer is used as a tool to pre-
pare students for their field of inter-
est and to introduce them to tech-
nology by instruction. 
Danielle Gall, a '92 graduate of 
the physical therapy program, said 
she feels the computer class she 
took in school was i1_1sufficicnt. 
"My class was horrible," she 
said." The instructor was only there 
for one semester and he was bad. I 
didn't learn anything." 
TodayDaniclleworksasaphysi-
cal therapist and her job only re-
quires her to enter patient status in 
to a computer for insurance 
companies. She says she did not 
take anotller computer class in 
college because she wouldn't need 
it. 
But some students said they feel 
even tllcir required computer class 
was insufficient. According to 
Quigley, the class he took was too 
basic. "I did not learn much," he 
said. 
Fortunately, Quigley had know!-
cdgc of computers from his brotllcr 
who sells computers and computer 
software, and didn't feel at a disad-
vantage, he said. 
Mall Keilty '94 did not take ad-
ditional computer courses beyond 
the requirements. As a worker itr a 
health care facility, Keilty says·he ' 
woulci not be very confident if'he 
had' 1:cPusc computers at' v;,cfrle'He -• 
·srucla.IUiougli hc"c"5ufd'fiave -~n7 
more classes, he chose not to. 
"Using a computer is a to6I to 
get somewhere or to make some-
thing," ~iebert ~aid "It is siJ!li~ to 
a car. People use a car to get from 
here to there. Some people's qir is 
the most important thing to them. 
Others just care about getting from 
point A to point B." 
'25%-50°/o 
OFF I 
-~ 
Wl:~T~J\: 
ctE.ARAN;c.E 
.. -· =··. ·. . ... 
SALE!' 
REcYCLE 
Please recycle 
this Ithacan. 
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GRE'sgocomputenzed ·: )c~NDID CAMERA -
Graduate Record Exam offered only electronic by '99 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan News Editor 
For seniors already besieged with 
standardized tests and applications, 
the new computerized Graduate 
Record Examinations could make 
getting into graduate school a little 
easier - or a little harder. 
The computerized folillat being 
phased in now is meant to replace 
the current paper version of the test 
by 1999, said Educational Testing 
Service spokesman Kevin 
Gonzalez. 
But the differences are not only 
in the mode of answering. The com-
puterized test adapts itself to the 
ability of the test taker, so every test 
is different, even those taken on the 
same day. Also, the computerized 
version does not allow students to 
change their answers orto skip ques-
tions and return to them later. 
This is for a reason, however. 
For example, the first question on 
the test is a nmdomly chosen inter-
mediate level question. If the stu-
dent answers the question correctly, 
it is followed by a more difficult 
one. If the student answers incor-
rectly, an easier question comes 
next More difficult questions earn 
higherpoints.This happens through-
out the length of each thirty-ques-
tion · section. As a result, students 
cannot skip questions or change 
answers; the answer provided de-
cides the next question. 
The new version has other ad-
vantages. Scores can be provided at 
the end of the test, so it takes much 
lesstimeforschoolstoreceivelhem. 
Students also have the option not to 
see their scores at the end so the 
scores will not become official. · 
There are fewer questions' than 
in the paper version. "You don't 
need as many questions to deter-
mine the proficiency level on the 
computer test," Gonzalez said. "In 
theory, it takes less time to take." 
The computerized GRE will be 
offered at least every month as op-
posed to the three times a year the 
paper and pencil version is offered 
now. 
The number of times the paper 
exam is offered has already been 
reduced from five, said Career In-
formation SpecialistDanah Moore. 
"The only thing not unfair about 
the compulcr version is that ETS is 
forcing you into it and not letting 
students make the choice," Moore 
said. 
Currently there are 100,000com-
puter administrations of the exam 
and 300,000 paper and pencil ad-
ministrations being offered, 
Gonzalez said. 
Michael Connolly '96 took the 
computer GRE's in Boston in De-
cember. He liked the new folillat 
except for the reading comprehen-
sion section. 
"It's good because I could take 
them at one in the afternoon," he 
said. Taking them at whatever time 
you want is an advantage." 
-Brian Dautch '96 took a practice 
version of the computerized GRE 
before deciding which type to 
choose for his applications. He, too, 
found it difficult to go back and 
forth between the reading compre-
hension screen and the questions. 
In the end he chose the paper GRE, 
where, he said, "I did use my eraser 
priVil£ge." 
Jodee Schnieder '96plans to take 
the paper version instead. "I feel 
like I have less control if I'm on a 
compuler," she said. 'Tm a visual 
person and I need to sec what I' vc 
done." 
Katrina Paulson '96 agreed. "I 
like to wrilc everything out and do 
scratchwork," she said. 
Chris Cifra '96 took the paper 
GRE but would have tried the com-
puter lype ifhe had been able to get 
earlier computer test taking experi-
ence on the SAT. 
"I think the scores are not going 
to be as good because people will 
be a lot more nervous taking it," 
Schnieder said. 
"I can't sit in front of a computer 
screen for three hours," said Lisa 
Berliner'96. "Myeyesgonuts,and 
you need to concentrate." 
By 1998, Gonzalez said, each 
section will be even more adapted 
to the needs and abilities of each 
student. There will be two diffi-
culty levels available for the quan-
titativeand math sections, and which 
version students take will depend 
on their majors. There will also be 
a writing assessment that will not 
be scored by computer. · 
Because there are different lev-
els of each portion of the test, some 
students will only have to take a 
few sections instead of the entire 
GRE, depending on wbat the uni-
versity they are applying to requires, 
Gonzalez said. 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holliday 
Over winter break a new security system, including an 
internally wired television monitor sy~em, was installed at 
the the Bookstore. The monitor ahemately displays the 
textbook section of the store and the main area. 
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8 THE ITIIACAN 
CAMPUS SAFETY LOG · 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 19-
THURSOAY, JANUARY 25, 1996 
Anyone with any information 
regarding these entries is 
encouraged to contact the Office 
of Campus Safety. Unless 
otherwise specified, all reported 
incidents remain under investi-
gation. 
Friday, January 19 
• A student reported property 
damage to a College ve.hicle as 
a result of an accident off-
carnpus. 
Sa1urday, January 20 
• A student reported the theft of 
a telephone cord from their 
room in Emerson Hall sometime 
between Dec. 23 and this date. 
Sunday, January 21 
• A student was referred 
judicially after being located in a 
residence hall bathroom in an 
intoxicated condition. The 
student was transported to 
Cayuga Medical Center by 
Bangs Ambulance for 
treatment. 
• The Ithaca Fire Department 
responded to the Towe rs dining 
hall for a fire alarm Cause of 
the alarm was determined to be 
caused by construction being 
done in the area. 
Monday, January 22 
• Two non-students were 
ordered off campus and issued 
appearance tickets for the Town 
of Ithaca Court after driving 
recklessly in an Ithaca College 
parking lot. 
• Two students reported receiving 
harassing/annoying telephone 
calls on their residence hall room 
phones. 
• A student was issued an 
appearance ticket for the Town of 
Ithaca Court for possessing a false 
driver's license. 
• A student in a College-leased 
apartment reported receiving 
harassing/annoying telephone 
calls. 
Tuesday, January 23 
• A staff member reported 
receiving harassing telephone 
calls on their office telephone. 
• The Ithaca Fire Department 
respo_nded to Landon Hall for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was 
determined to be a smoke 
detector possibly activated by 
aerosol spray. 
• A student reported that an 
unknown male subject broke the 
window of a Garden Apartment 
bathroom. The unknown male, 
who fled from the area, was 
wearing a flannel shirt and 
baseball cap. The incident 
occurred at about 6:50 p.m. 
• A student reported the theft of 
their wallet containing cash, credit 
cards and bank cards from the first 
floor of Terrace 3 around 6 p.m. 
The wallet was later recovered; 
however, the cash had been 
removed. 
Wednesday, January 24 
• Four students were referred 
judicially for possession of 
marijuana in a residence hall 
room. 
Thursday, January 25 
• A staff member reported 
damage to the exit sign on the 
eighth floor of the West Tower. 
It is unknown when the damage 
occurred. 
• A student reported the theft 
of basketball shoes from the Hill 
Center equiprr.ent cage at 
approximately 10 p.m. Jan. 23. 
• A student was transported to 
the Health Center after suffering 
an injury in a fall near the Hill 
Center and Tower Road 
intersection. 
• A ·student reported damage 
to cabinets in the Terrace 12 
first floor lounge. Locks on the 
cabinets had been broken, but 
nothing was removed. 
• A student reported an 
unknown person or persons 
broke a composite hanging on 
the wall outside of room 210 in 
Terrace 9. 
• A student was referred 
judicially for unauthorized 
possession of College property 
within their residence hall room. 
Safety Tip 
Most thefts occur as a result of 
rooms and offices being 
unsecured and unattended at 
the time of the theft. Ithaca 
College community members 
are reminded to secure all office 
and/or residence hall rooms 
when the rooms are unat-
tended. Report any suspicious 
person immediately to the 
Office of Campus Safety at 27 4-
3333. 
FEBRUARY), )91J6 
Phoning for free 
College billed for student long distance 
By College Press Service 
On~ college campuses. you 
can e-mail Hong Kong for free. But 
you still can't make long distance 
phone calls without paying, as stu-
dents at Southern Illinois Univer-
sity recently discovered. 
Due to a glitch in the campus 
phone system that went undetected 
for almost two years, SIU students 
were able IO bypass their long dis-
tance code and ring up a $1.1 mil-
lion bill. 
Now the university is making 
stuclcnts pay for their misdeeds, and 
threatening to prosecute if they 
don'L 
The glitch was discovered last 
summer when a new director no-
ticed that lhe phone bill was ex-
traordinary, said Sam Smith. a uni-
versity spokesperson. Bills that 
should nonnally be in the range of 
$4,000 amooth had jumped as high 
as $175,000. 
Twostaff membas who bandied 
the bills "apparently were so 
alarmed by the magnitude of the 
bills coming in that they were not 
paying invoices," Smith said. "They 
also failed to repon the problem to 
their superiors." 
An investigation was immedi-
ately launched by the school. In 
December. the news was out: not 
only bad the school caught on to lhe 
phone scam but all the calls had 
been traced back to the stuclcnts 
wbo made them. 
For some students, that meant 
they owed bills anywhere from $10 
to $500. For others, especially in-
ternational students, the bills 
climbed to thousands of dollars. At 
I~ one individual bas a $40,000 
bill, Smith said. Many calls were IO 
Europe and Soulh America. 
According to some reports, as 
many as lhree-f!)urtbs of the 2, ~00 
sllldents living oo campus had taken 
advantage of the faulty phone sys-
tem over the two-year period. Now 
they have until Feb. 29 to pay their 
bills, Smith said 
Smith said many SUJdcots have 
stepped forward 10 pay their bills. 
But some students are not taking 
the bad news lightly. 
"I think most people are pretty 
mad about it." said Amber Peters, a 
sophomore. The school deserves 
some of the blame, she said. 
"How can the university go so 
long and not know, then come back 
and say we messed up and now we 
have IO pay for itT' she said. 
Peters lived in a dormitory last 
year and knows about 30 people 
who used the nmnbcr. 
· "They knew they were doing . 
something wrong," she said. "But if 
you give a college student some-. 
thing that's free, they're going IO 
takeiL,., 
Although many stuclcnts are 
angry, the bottom line is "we did 
usethenumbcr,andweshouldhave 
to pay for it." Peters added. 
The school bas taken steps IO 
make sure the problem won't hap-
pen again. The two staff members 
responsible for letting the problem 
get out of band were confronted; 
one resigned, the other was fired. 
Also, the university has spent 
$60,00000 new softwareandequip-
ment, Smith said. Even so, infom1-, 
ing parents bas been met with a 
"high level of shock," he said 
1996-97 
SCHOLARSHIP 
APPLICATIONS 
BOY H. PARK SCHOOL 
OF COMMUNICATIONS 
Centralize Your Job & Internship Search Efforts 
at the 
Applications for 1996-97 Roy H. 
Park School of Communications 
Scholarships will be available in 
the Dean's office, Park 311, 
beginning Monday, January 29, 
1996. 
The deadline for returning 
completed applications is 4:00 
p.m. on Friday, March 1, 1996. 
Late applications will not be 
accepted. · 
Criteria and listing of available 
scholarships are available in the 
Dean's office. 
Central New York 
Communications Consortium 
(CNYCC) 
pril 15, 16 & 1 7, 1996 at Syracuse Un_iversity 
mf~nonS~si011:5:TheCNYCC& 
Job Searching In The Communications Industry 
Thursday, FebTuaQfl.1996 
Clark Lounge 12.-00 - 1:30 PM 
Park Auditorium 6:00 - 7:30 PM 
Resume and Cover Letter Critique Session: 
Thursday, February 6. 1996 
North Meeting Room 1:30- 4:00 PM 
Applicanon Deadline for Resumes & Cover Letters: 
Friday. February 16. 1996 
Interuiew Sel.ection ~ouncements: 
Mon44JI« M@rdi 25. 1996 
- ' 
Applications 
for 
Fall 1996 
Available 
at 
TliE ITIIACAN 9 
The Office of Residential Life 
Available: February 5, 1996 - 9:00 a.m. 
Due: February 16, 1996 - 5:00 p.m. 
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OPINION 
PAGE 10 
Better late 
than never 
Finally. . 
Peter Klinge's termination ends a cycle of poor decisions and 
administrative fumbles. In fact, firing the former professor of cinema and 
photography is the best decision Ithaca College has made since 
allegations of plagiarism against Klinge became public in the Nov. 3, 
1994 edition of The Ithacan. 
Until this point, the 
College has chosen to 
ignore proper procedure 
in handling the Klinge 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
case, creating a confusing mess of threats and lawsuits. 
Even the long-overdue termination of Klinge is filled with adminis-
trative error. The College presented Klinge with an ultimatum: drop his 
lawsuit or be fired. Issuing an ultimatum only made the College appear 
unprofessional and desperate. 
Perhaps the administration was desperate. After all, they had tried 
almost every other means of making this public relations nightmare 
disappear. And yet in an effort to settle the case, the College was still 
willing to compromise the academic reputation of this institution by 
allowing Klinge to remain a faculty member. 
In Spring 1994, the College first became aware of the remarkable 
similarities between Klinge's book, "The Evolution of Film Styles," and 
five other books. 
The College should have taken decisive action then. 
Instead, the College attempted to sweep the situation under the 
rug. Klinge was demoted to associate professor, his pay decreased and 
his instructional responsibilities changed. 
The demotion, however, did not solve the problem. By allowing an 
alleged plagiarist to stay as a faculty member, the College did not act in 
the best interest of the students or the College community as a whole. It 
is difficult to expect students to learn from a professor whose own 
scholastic standards are in question. 
Klinge's continued presence at the College compromised the 
academic integrity-of this institution. 
Furthermore, the College violated Klinge's rights. Demoting him 
without review did not adhere to the guidelines outlined in the faculty 
handbook. Dave Maley, director of public information, said Klinge 
wanted to settle the matter without convening the faculty review board 
required by the handbook. Regardless, the College should have 
insisted on holding a hearing. 
By failing to follow the procedures mutually agreed upon by both 
administration and faculty, the College created doubts about the validity 
ol its policies. These actions resulted not only in Klinge's lawsuit against 
the College, but also lett many !acuity members anxious about the 
security of the !acuity handbook - a document that should be ironclad. 
These mistakes have been costly for the College. 
Aside from fighting a $1. 75 million lawsuit, the College's image has 
been tarnished. Within the mess ol legal papers and red tape, an 
important piece of information was lost: Klinge's alleged plagiarism calls 
into question the very essence of higher education. Yet the College 
became the villain. 
Klinge's termination puts the College back on track. Perhaps now 
his innocence or guilt can finally be determined. 
It's about time. 
Jayson-Debora Hinderliter 
Editorial Page Editor 
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LETTERS 
Language an important 
part of a quality education 
Being a fonner student and now 
a professor at Ithaca College, I'm 
afraid it's come to the point where 
1 cannot hold back from making a 
statement in response to the cut-
backs in IC's language programs. 
Olciy, I'm biased. Not because I 
was ~t student, but ratl1er because 
my father was a French teacher at 
my high school for 28 years (yes, I 
had him). Since I was born, he 
stressed the importance of being 
able to communicate with other 
people outside our political bor-
ders; nol just for cultural expan-
sion, but for survival. He always 
told me that as long as you put forth 
an effort, a second language is some-
tl1ing no one will ever be able to 
take away from you. It is a gift and 
a tool you will always use. 
l took Russian when I was a 
studenlhereatlthaca. After I gradu-
ated, 1 honestly thought I would 
use my French, but the Russian 
would not really come in 
hmuly ... until one night in Georgia. 
While I was earning my masters 
degree in Savmmah, 1 waited tables 
at ;u1 ltalim1 bistro. The restaurant 
was a popular place for foreigners 
that were often passing through a 
large port city such as Savannah. 
One night, a couple of Russian tank-
ers pulled into town and we re-
ceived some of their business. As it 
got closer lo midnight, two of the 
To make oneself marketable in a rapidly expanding 
global economy, it is imperative to be able to 
communicate with other cultures, now more than 
ever. Those _languages that we once thought exotic, 
such as Russian, Japanese or Arabic, are now only 
secondary to English in many corporations. They 
are necessary. They are needed. 
seamen got increasingly sloshed on 
vodka. It got to the point where they 
were disturbing other customers, 
sexually harassing one of the bar-
tenders and generally making a 
nuisance of themselves. As multi-
lingual as the owner was, he was 
not very good at convincing the two 
that they had to leave, much less at 
speaking any Russian (the Rus-
sians also spoke no English). He 
remembered that I had mentioned I 
spoke a little and ... ahem ... encourged 
me to convince them to depart. A$ 
soon as they grew drunkenly vio-
lent and started to threaten the 
owner, I attempted to speak to tl1cm. 
The result was like a key you 
finally find tlmt unlocks a door. The 
seamen calmed down as I explained 
lo tl1cm tliat we had called the po-
lice and they'd better get in the cab 
we called for tl1em or they would be 
arrested. They left, and the owner 
thanked me wholeheartedly. 
I must admit, I appreciate the 
times we are in. Budget cutbacks 
force administrations to make dif-
ficult decisions, even at a school 
like Ithaca. But in my humblest of 
opinions, I feel students should be 
~ to take languages al the col-
lege level, regardless of the educa-
tions they received in high school. 
To make oneself matketable in a 
rapidly expanding global economy, 
it is imperative to be able to com-
municate with other cultures, now 
more than ever. Those languages 
that we once thought exotic, such 
as Russian, Japanese or Arabic, arc 
now only secondary to English i,~ 
many corporations. They are nec-
essary. They are~-
All I had to do was gel a couple 
of drunk sailors out of a bar. What 
will you do when you have to help 
Moscow's phone system operators 
switch from analog to digital? 
Daniel Mcinnis 
, Adjunct Professor 
Department of Cinema and 
Photography 
Dining Hall problems corrected 
Administrator apologizes for inconvenience to students 
Dear Students: 
Last week we experienced prob-
lems with the procedures we use to 
clearstudentsforservicesandprivi-
leges that are accessed by the stu-
dent identificaion card. Unfortu-
nately, this resulted in a nwnber of 
you being denied admission to the 
dining halls. We deeply regret this 
situation occured and we apologize 
for the inconvenience it caused you. 
We will be contacting individual 
students who were wrongfully de-
nied meals regarding an adjustment 
to their dining plan. 
Once again, we are sorry for this 
disruption in service. 
Carl Sgrecci 
Vice President and Treasurer 
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Pattern of patriarchy 
Professor questions gender diversity in H&S faculty 
Recent events call into serious 
question Dean Howard . Erlich· s 
commitment to fostering gender di-
versity in the School of Humanities 
and Sciences. Along with many of 
my colleagues, I have watched with 
sadness, disbelief and growing an-
ger as the women of Muller Center 
have borne the brunt of Dean Erlich' s 
downsizing strategy. 
Muller Center is borne to five 
departments: Modem Languages, 
History, English, Politics and Soci-
ology. In justtwo year's time, Dean 
Erlich has eliminated six women 
from this faculty. Professors Roch-
elle Ruffer (Economics), Kirsta 
Glenn (Economics) and Vera 
Whisman (Sociology) were the first 
togo.ProfessorsPatSmith-Wasyliw 
(History), Marena Senderovich 
(ModemLanguages)and Micheline 
Contiguglia(ModernLanguages) are 
about to follow. 
_ How bas Dean Erlich fared with 
respect to tenuring and promoting 
women in these five departments? 
His record speaks for itself. There 
are currently no tenured women in 
the Departments of History or Eco-
nomics. There are three tenured. 
women in the Department of Mod-
em Languages. The last woman to 
receive tenure in that Department 
received it 22 years ago. There is 
only one tenured woman on the 
fa{;ulty of the· politics department. 
She was tenured 17 years ago, long 
before Dean Erlich arrived on the 
scene. The English department 
boasts a faculty of six tenured men 
and two tenured women. Of those 
two women, one was tenured 26 
years ago; the other seven years ago. 
The sad reality is that only one 
woman in Muller Center has been 
tenured during the last five years, 
Professor Judith Barker in the De-
partment of Sociology. 
What are the prospects that the 
number of tenured women in these 
five deparnnents will increase sig-
nificantly in the near future? Unfor-
I can't help but wonder. Instead of driving compe-
tent, decent, hardworking, dedicated and accom-
plished women out of Muller Center in droves, is 
it possible that the College would be better served 
if Dean Erlich were to go? Perhaps the time has 
come to hand him his walking papers. 
tunately, the prospects are bleak. 
This year, Dean Erlich has refused 
to recommend yet another woman 
professor from the politics depart-
ment for tenure and promotion at 
ItbacaCollege. (ProfessorFrancine 
D' Amico was similarly nixed by 
the dean when she came up for 
tenure and promotion in that de-
partment three years ago). lfDean 
Erlich bas his way, Professors 
Leslie Stratyncr (English) and 
Marcelina Off oha (Sociology) will 
be denied tenure at Ithaca College 
as well and forced to seek employ-
ment elsewhere. The case of Pro-
fessor Offoha is particularly dis-
turbing given the fact that she is 
the only African-American woman 
on the entire H&S faculty and was 
unanimously supported for tenure 
and promotion by the socJOlogy 
department. 
The prospective loss of these 
three women, however, is only the 
tip of the iceberg. Next year, an 
even larger group of women who 
are eligible for tenure and promo-
tion will most likely find them-
selves without a pennanenl posi-
tionatlthacaCollege forthe ~imple 
reason that they are on the wrong 
side of their department's tenure 
cap. Absent a change in circum-
stance in their respective depart-
ments or a decision by the Board of 
Trustees to waive the tenure cap 
requirement in particular cases, 
Professors Sherry Wetchler (Eco-
nomics), Asma Barias (Politics), 
Claire Gleitman (English) and 
Druann Heckert (Sociology) face a 
very unce~ future at this insti-
tution. That uncertainty gives these 
women a powerful incentive to take 
jobs at other colleges, as many of 
our female colleagues over the 
years have alrea_!iy chosen to do. 
Through a deft combination of 
strategies which include 
downsizing, the use (or abuse) of 
the tenure and promotion process 
and the imposition of the tenure 
cap, Dean Erlich has managed to 
create a situation in which the 
School ofHmnanitiesand Sciences 
stands to lose an entire generation 
of younger women faculty mem-
bers. 
I fail to see how it benefits our 
student body, particularly the 
women on campus, to deprive them 
of female mentors and role models 
withrecentPb.Dswhoarecloserto 
theirown age and with whom they 
are more likely to identify. The 
lack of vision inherent in Dean 
Erlich's lackluster commitment to 
promoting gender diversity at 
Ithaca College is deeply troubling, 
to say the least, and raises serious 
questions about his abilit)' t0 lead 
the School of Humanities and Sci-
ences into the 21st century. 
I can't help but wonder. Instead 
of driving competent, decent, 
hardworking, dedicated and ac-
complished women out of Muller 
Center in droves, is it possible that 
the College would be better served 
if Dean Erlich were to go? Perhaps 
the time has come to hand him his 
walking papers. 
Victoria Kraft 
~istant Professor 
Politics Department 
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"How could the administrators increase 
diversity of the faculty?" 
Frank W. Musgrave 
Professor of Economics 
"The college administration should 
. attempt to keep some of the diversity 
it has gained before downsizing takes 
its toll in the form of fewer women on 
the faculty." 
Vincenzo Gatto 
Professor of Italian 
"What the faculty thinks is unimpor-
tant because the administration does 
what it wants regardless of what we 
think. The hardest thing to digest is 
that sometimes they play around with 
our intelligence." 
Mike Yarrow 
Associate Professor 
of Sociology 
"Keep the diverse faculty that they 
already have, and give them tenure." 
Uwe Reichenbach 
Associate Professor of 
Computer Science 
"Actively encourage minorities and 
under-represented groups to apply 
for jobs. That's not an easy thing to do 
when you're downsizing at the same 
time." 
Photos by Scott McDermott 
CRUISING 
AROUND 
TELL IT 
The Ithacan is now 
accepting applications for 
a Distribution Manager. 
Must be 21 years old with a 
valid driver's license. To 
apply contact Jeremy 
Boyer at Park Hall 269 or call 
274-3207. 
The ITHACAN 
· The Newspaper for the Ithaca College Community 
269 Park Halla Telephone 27 4-3207 • Fax 27 4-1565 
LIKE IT IS ••• 
Or at least the V·./Oy you 
see it in a Commentary 
for The Ithacan next 
semester. Contact 
Jayson-Debora Hinderliter 
at 27 4-3207 for more 
information. 
The ITHACAN 
The Newspaper for the Ithaca College Community 
269 Park Hall• Telephone 274-3207 • Fax 274-1565 
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ITIIACA UIGI 
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The Office of International Programs 
214 Muller Faculty Center 
Telephone: (607) 274-3306 
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Mon. Feb. 12, 6:00. - 7:0Q1p~ DeMotte Room 
' ' ' ' .. ' Campus· Center 
Thurs. Feb. 15, 12:10 -1:05 pm Klingenstein Lounge 
Campus Center 
-
For more lnf ormaDott id applicaOon stop by. 
The Office of International Programs 
214 Muller Faculty Center 
274-3306 
Applications Due: friday, Marc~ 8, 1996 
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l11terested i11 Studyi11g 
in Si11gapore? 
Join us at-tlie: . 
Ithaca-Nanyang Technological University Exchange 
Reception and Information Session 
Friday, February 9, 199_.Q 
Time: 4:30pm - 6:00pm 
Location: Klingcnstt:in Lounge 
Contact: 
Dean's Office The Office of 
311 Park School of OR International Programs 
Communications 214 Muller Faculty Center 
274-1021 274-3306 
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Students reflect on 
meaning of month 
February is 
dedicated to 
black culture 
By Kelly Burdick 
Ithacan Staff 
For Jeff Claus, assistant profes-
sor with the Center for Teacher 
Education, February means more 
than just cold winter winds and icy 
sidewalks. February is also a time 
to remember a culture which has 
often been ignored. 
"Black History Month is a time 
for remembrance, and it is also a 
time for advancement and aware-
ness for African-Americans," Claus 
said. 
It is a month in which every 
member of every culture is invited 
to join in the celebration and aware-
ness of black history. However, 
many students say that since the 
world is growing into a more cul-
turally diven;e place, black history 
and cultural awareness should not 
be considered just during the month 
of February. 
"I think we should always re-
flect, not just one month, but every 
month of the year," saidDanaMoore 
'97, chairperson for Kuumba Rep-
ertory Theater. 
"I wish that the community as a 
whole would take advantage of this 
month as well as every other 
month," said Karen Henry '96, a 
mem1>er of Amani Gospel Singers. 
Education is especially impor-
tant when it comes to diversity 
awareness, said RashaandSass '97, 
spokesperson for the African Latino 
Society (ALS). "We should con-
stantly supply the curriculum with 
"It's my life. It defines 
me, my heritage, and 
my culture. Nothing can 
take away where I have 
come from. " 
- Rashaand Sass '97 
diverse attitudes and environ-
ments," he said. 
The meaning of Black History 
Month is different for everyone. 
"This month is a time for me to 
learn more about black history, 
which is important to me," said 
Edwin Robles '97, Office of Mi-
nority Affairs senior program coor -
dinator. 
"It has changed a lot for me over 
the years," Henry said. "I hope that 
there are more programs concen-
trating on the African-American 
See REFLECTIONS, next page 
Events promote awareness 
Lectures and films to educate and entertain 
By Kelly Burdick 
Ithacan Staff 
Black History Month is some-
thing nearly everyone has heard of, 
but many people.still don't know 
about the history of the culture. To 
help educate people and to celebrate 
the history, the Diversity Aware-
ness Committee, African-Latino 
Society, Kuumba Repertory The-
ater and Office of Minority Affairs 
are sponsoring events throughout 
the month. 
Onlbursday,Feb.1 at4:30p.m., 
the Fourth Annual Black History 
Mooth Reception will take place. 
At the reception, Kenneth A. 
McClane, a W .E.B. DuBois profes-
sor of literature at Cornell Univer-
sity, will read from some of his 
works."He is an incredibly warm 
and compassionate person," said 
Jeff Claus, assistant professor with 
the Center for Teacht7 Education. 
"It willsetanice tooe for the moo th." 
On Feb. 8, there will be a docu-
mentary film entitled "Mo' Funny" 
shown in Textor 1!)2 at 8 p.m. The 
film explores the history of black 
comedians in America. 
Farai Chideya, a well known 
MTV and Newsweek reporter, will 
speak on Tuesday, Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. 
in the Parle Auditorium about bow 
to avoid cultural misinformation. 
"She represents a young vision and 
deals with important contemporary 
issues," Claus said. 
On Feb. 17, there will be a lead-
ership conference entitled "Diver-
sity As An Art" in Emerson Suites. 
Nikki Giovanni, a celebrated 
speaker and poet, will share her 
views at the conference. 
Also on Feb. 17, at 8 p..m. in 
Emerson B, three male actors will 
perf001 a cboreopoem called "Our 
Young Black Men are Dying and 
Nobody Seems to Care." 
"It tells stories of hope, dispair, 
love, bmniliation and diversity," 
said Dana Moore '97, chairperson 
See EVENTS, next page 
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ACCENT ON ... 
Seth Farbman 
Journalism Instructor 
• Year you began working at 
Ithaca College: 1995 
• Born: Philadelphia, PA 
• Accompishment you are 
most proud of: being a good 
friend 
• Secret vice: procrastination 
• What I'd like to get around 
to doing: finishing this 
questionnaire 
• Things you can do 
without: small-mindedness, 
musicals, Ricki Lake 
• Person you'd most like to 
have dinner with: Edgar Allan 
Poe 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Jay North or anything 
claymation 
• What TV show you 
wouldn't miss: The Simpsons 
• Three things that can 
always be found in your 
refrigerator: water, water, 
water 
• Ithaca's best kept secret: 
Taughannock Falls on a clear 
winter night 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about Ithaca: no sunshine 
PBS show shadows student 
Nathan Marshall '99 stars in program about transitions 
By Chl'istina Levere 
Ithacan Staff 
Would you let a PBS camera 
crew tape you waking up at seven in 
the morning? Ithaca College's first-
year student Nathan Marshall did. 
On Friday, be gave PBS a glimpse 
of college life U1rough the eyes of a 
freslumm, as U1e crew followed him 
around campus for the day. 
The footage will appear in late 
March on "In The Mix," a ma__ga-
zine format show that Marshall au-
ditioned for U1rce years ago while 
working as a reporter for PBS. The 
show deals wiili young adult issues 
pertinent to ils high school-aged 
audience. 
"The show covers events every-
where, like the Billboard Music 
Awards ... and even covers celebri-
ties :md interesting students," said 
Maureen Costello, coordinating 
producer and fonncr Iiliaca Col-
lege graduate. 
The episode is part of a series of 
shows dealing wiU1 life after high 
school, such as t11e college applica-
tion process, said w;sociate producer 
Fran Rotella. 
"Part of the show will he about 
Nathan's college experience: his 
friends, the dining hall, cl:L<;ses, U1e 
good and bad of everyday life,·· she 
said. "The other part will he about 
the process of applying to school 
:md eventually deciding which col-
lege to choose." 
Friday's coverage included a 
Film Production cla,;s, French c hL<;s, 
lunch at the Terraces, swim prac-
tice and shots of students interact-
ing on cmnpus. The last item on fue 
The Ithacan / Kelly Burdick 
Nathan Marshall in the film production room getting taped by the 
PBS "In the Mix" film crew. 
agenda was an interview with 
Marshall's two roommates, Kiel 
Harvey '99 and John Longley '99. 
"In The Mix" producers wanted 
to know about the social differ-
ences between college and high 
school. 
"Your social life is everyday, 
not just on the weekend anymore, 
Harvey said. "I mean, your free 
time is always filled. Also, you make 
friends wiili a more diverse group 
of people hccause you're not just 
limited to the people you go to 
school wiili everyday. You meet so 
many new circles of friends." 
When asked about living wiili 
two roommates, Longley said, "Liv-
ing wiili two people is the real world, 
basically. You experience other 
people completely and make friends 
with a more diverse group of people. 
• It gets cramped and sometimes that 
causes tension, but we all get along · 
really well." 
As part of the production, 
Marshall did some filming of his 
own. He said he wasn't afraid to 
take a camera lo a party to get 
candid shots of his friends. 
'Tm excited to take part in this, 
especially the production part," he 
said. 'Tm not worried about my 
parcnL,;seeingthis because I'm very 
open with them." 
This particular "In The Mix" 
episode offers someiliing for ev-
eryone, Marshall added. "It pre-
pares someone for college, it gives 
different views from all types of 
students and it also is helpful for 
students transferring because maybe 
it would help them to see V.'hat they 
want in a college," be said. 
FEBRUARY I, 1996 
EVENTS 
Continued from previous page 
of the Kuumba Repertory Theater. 
"It empowers black men as well as 
black women." 
Jullianne Malveaux, an award-
winning writer and activist, will 
speak on campus Feb. 27. "She is 
an excellent writer and orator. We 
are very pleased and excited to have 
her," African-Latino Society 
spokesperson Rashaand Sass '97 
said. 
Nicholas Wharton, director of 
the Education Opportunity Pro-
gram, will hold a seminar discuss-
ing important issues affecting mi-
norities. The seminar will take place 
during Ule week of Feb. 19-23. 
Off campus, Echoes of Africa, 
presented by Ule National Council 
for Traditional Arts and IPAC, will 
be at the State Theatre on Monday, 
Feb. 5. Famous folk singers and 
dancers will perfonn. 
"I wish that the community as a 
whole would take advantage of the 
programs going on this month as 
well as every oilier month," Henry 
said. 
"The only way we can conquer 
and defeat [ the problems of racism 
and segregation] is Ulrough educa-
tion," Sass said. 
REFLECTIONS 
Continued from previous page 
women who have made significant 
contributions. Their role is very im-
portant to society, but it is often 
forgotten." 
Black History Month reminds 
students of where ilieir culture has 
been and where it is headed. 
"It's my life. It defines me, my 
heritage and my culture," Sass said. 
"Nothing can take away where I 
have come from." 
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Just like a meal card, ~Dollars are 
purchased and stored .~n your 
Shoppers Club Card. W Dollars lets 
you buy iood, school supplies, 
pharmaceuticals, health & beauty 
products-and everything else you 
need to make living ·on campus more 
like home! 
f \ Make sure mom & dad know they can 
Add LN Dollars to YOUR Shoppers Club Card from 
HOME by calling: W A 
1-800-848-1555 
~mans i~l 
'V I (8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.) 
Purchase (A}_Dollars at any Wegmans or Chase-Pitkin store Service 
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Attention 
~ all Ithaca College Students! ~ 
Friday,. February 2 is the last day 
this semester to return 
incorrectly purchased books. 
You must have your receipt 
to return books. 
Returns are taken 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
at the .. bookstore buyback window. 
- ..... , .... ,, 
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Gallery showcases two professors' work 
By James Sigman 
Ithacan Staff 
Art is more than painted can-
vases and sculpted statues. Ithaca 
College faculty members Raymond 
Ghirardoand Megan Roberts prove 
this theory in their exhibit, "New 
Installation Works," now showing 
at the Handwerker Gallery. 
The exhibit consistc; of two 
pieces, "Hoodoo"and"Crowd,"that 
go beyond conventional art. 
"Hoodoo" combines sculpture, 
sound and video, utilizing small 
rear-view projectors showing im-
ages shot in New Zealand. "Crowd" 
combines sculpture and sound, with 
percussive sound and wailing ac-
companying a crowd of about 1600 
molded heads. 
Ghirardo, associate professor in 
the art department, said the images 
and sculptures used in "Hoodoo" 
were inspired in part by both the 
landscapes and imagery of the 
southwestern United States and 
New Zealand. 
Roberts, a<;sociate protessor of 
lclevision and radio, said the piece 
was partially inspired by a univer-
sal intcrest in nature. 
"It wa-; influenced by a fascina-
tion we have with the geologic com-
bined with the geothermal," Rob-
erts said. "I don't know at what 
(X>int the eroded geologic combined 
with the geothermal. It seemed to 
be a good fit." 
"Crowd" is a piece that lends 
itself easily to different interpreta-
tions, Roberts said. 
"It evokes many different possi-
bilities, reasons and motivations 
(such as] assembly, procession, es-
cape and evacuation," she said. 
The Ithacan / Ketty Burdick 
These tubes holding mini-TV screens playing bubbling mud with 
sound effects stand tall at lhe Handwerker. 
The piece was previously shown 
as a work in progress at a faculty 
exhibition last spring, Ghirardo said. 
The main changes involve the to-
pography of the piece's base. 
The two works are another prod-
uct of the nearly 25-yearcollabora-
tion be~ween Ghirardo and Rob-
SEE IT. FOR YOURSELF 
The Handwerker Gallery is open from 1 0 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday 
to Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Thursday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
on Friday and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday. "New Installation 
Works" runs from now until Feb. 24. For more information, call 
274-3018 or 274-3548. The gallery can be reached on the World 
Wide Web at http://www.ithaca.edu/hs/arthistory/ah1/ 
handwerk.html. 
crt<;. ForGhirardo, this is an impor-
tant part of the artistic process. 
"The whole idea of collabora-
tion is to get instant fcedhack," 
Ghirardo said. "The kind of work 
we do lends iL<;elftocollaboration." 
The collaborative process the 
two artisLc; partake in involves an 
equal partnership in which both 
participate at all times, Roberts said. 
"It's more of a skills exchange," 
Robert-; said. '"We work on all parts 
1ogcther; everything from inspira-
tion and ide,Lc; all the way through 
completion." 
Ghirardo said he is grateful for 
the continuing opportunity lo col-
laborntc with someone he respects 
and admires. 
"Whal a luxury lo be able to 
work with somebody you like for 
so long," Ghirardo said. 
The Ithacan / Kelly Burdick 
Thousands of tiny, handcrafted heads rest atop moving sticks as 
sounds of heavy drumbeats and wailing play in the background. 
New group stresses togetherness at College 
Campus Unity Campaign WorldWide 
tries to bring students' Ii ves together 
By Christina Tormey 
Ithacan Accent Editor 
There are outlets for aspiring 
writers. There are clubs for those 
who want to kayak. Groups arc 
dedicatcd to various religions, as 
well as for different political par-
ties. But Shamir Einhorn '96 thinks 
that there is no place for all these 
groups to convene to share their 
individualism. 
Einhorn felt lhat there was a 
great need fora group that could put 
different aspects of the Ithaca Col-
lege community together, so he pro-
(X>sed the idea 9f the Campus Unity 
Campaign WorldWide. 
_ The group, which the college 
formally recognized last semester, 
hopes to create unity among the 
different schools at Ithaca College 
as well as among countries through-
out the world. 
"If we can achieve unity be-
tween people on campus, once we 
get out into the real world, it's a lot 
easier to deal with," Einhorn said. 
"It's important to learn to live to-
gether." 
Einhorn said he wanted to pro-
vide a place where many different 
peoplecaneithermcetandhavefun 
or discuss serious issues. The pro-
posal staled that the club would be 
cstalllished "to promotc unification 
of campus community in a profes-
sional and social sense," he said. 
The group hopes to CQ.mbinc the 
individual talents of students 
throughout the college, not just in 
tcnns of varying majors and pro-
grams of study but also in terms of 
race, religion and interests, acconl-
ing to Anya Farber '99, an execu-
tive board member. 
Another executive board mem-
ber, Stcfanic Pecker '97, added, 
"Everyone has certain services they 
can offer. It just makes sense that 
we take advantage of those talent<,." 
However, Campus Unity is not 
ll)eant lo be a student's sole com-
mitment and is not incredibly time-
consuming for its members. 
MEETING 
The next meeting of 
Campus Unity Campaign 
WorldWide will be on 
Tuesday, Feb. 5 at 8:30 
p.m. in Textor 101. For more 
information, call Shamir 
Einhorn at 272-5069. 
'Tm intcrested in being a part of 
a couple (oil clubs. I like to gel 
involved," group member Cyd 
Eisner '99 said. 
"All campusaclivitiesare worth-
while," Farber said. "We w,mt to 
unite everyone without !caring t11em 
from their own identities." 
Students can share ideas and tal-
ems witl1 other student<; by joining 
Campus Unity or hy using !heir 
bulletin board. The bulletin board 
is localed in the stairwell above the 
Union mail room. Einhorn encour-
ages students to post signs or notes 
if they are looking for services or if 
they want to offer their talents. 
Campus Unity Campaign 
WorldWide h;L<; already worked at 
uniting the Ithaca College campus. 
La-;t semester, it sponsored a bus 
trip to a peace rally honoring Israeli 
Prime Minister Y 11.zak Rabin, fol-
lowing his assas~ination. Last Sat-
urday, il held a benefit concert 10 
raise money for more ac1iviL1es. 
Einhorn said fulure activities 
may include a unily conference and 
luncheon, a skimg trip or a trip to 
New York City 10 sec a Broadway 
play. 
Benefits Chaplain's Emergency Rchef fund 
®@@?@®®d:"0@®@G!J> 
Tickets are $10 
Sold In the Cam.pus Center 
7th - 9th; 11am. - 2 pm. 
Ticket arc available at tbe lluller Chapel 
or at the door 
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EATING DISORDERS 
Not a way to live 
•Confidential treatment available on campus 
•Insurance Reimbursable 
•Immediate appointments available 
•Call now 732-5646 Nutrition Clinic 
• THE LOWEST HIRFRHES 
• EUHRILPHSSES 
• INT'L STUDENT ID 
• HOSTEL CHHDS & morel 
[i,fmfln Travel ~ 
OEE: Council on lnlernalional 
EducalionalExchange 
lllmef:Mlf://-mMtltls/tlslNdlm 
l-800-2-COUNCIL 
[l-'800-226-8624] 
On May 20th 1841, ten 
men from Union College 
sought to create a broth-
erhood that transcended 
the ideals of leadership· 
and fraternity. In doing 
so they created the 
Elmira, NY 
Ei~tb oldeSt_ Gr~ek . Call: Steve, 275-5025 
Soc1~ Org~zaaon m Marc 275_5014 Amencan History. ' 
Chi Psi 's Arrival at Ithaca presents endless 
opportunities.... Discover Chi Psi for Yourself. 
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· NEWMAN NOSTALGIA 
The Ithacan / Scott McDermott 
After Arnold Newman's presentation In Park auditorium on Thursday , this man asked him to 
autograph a photo of himself that Newman took over forty years ago for Life magazine. 
Jumps, jolts and jabs 
Jujitsu offers 
more than just 
fun and fitness 
By Ken Borsuk 
Ithacan Staff 
Model congress too boring for 
you? Not getting the buzz you used 
to from the stampcJub? Is the chess 
club not violent enough? Then per-
haps the Ithaca College Judo and 
Jujitsu Club is for you. 
The club has. been in existence 
here fora little more than a year and 
is open to anyone with an interest in 
the martial arts and the time to 
make a serious commitment 
This past Monday the club put 
on an exhibition with the dual pur-
pose of giving people a look at 
what they bave been studying and 
to entice new people to join. 
The club's advis~ women's 
basketball Coach Christine 
Pritcbard, who bas been studying 
jujitsu for four years and has risen 
to the level of first-degree brown 
belt She bas always been fasci-
nated by the martial arts and when 
she finally learned enough jujitsu 
to become a teacher, she formed 
· the club. 
Out of all the martial arts, 
Pritchard said she was most at-
tracted to this one because of its 
non-competitive nature. 
"[Jujitsu] is very much into self-
improvement," sheexplained. "The 
only person you are competing with 
is yourself." 
Pritchard, despite a recent knee 
injury, does a great deal of instruct-
ing for the club. However, the most 
experienced instructor is Sansei 
Roy Lonborg. 
· Lonborg has been studying 
jujitsu for over 30 years and is 
currently at the rank of fourth-
degree black belL He teaches pri-
marily out of Cornell University, 
but still plays a large role in the 
club. · 
.• The Ithacan I Ryan Beiler 
Assistant instructor and Cornell student Keith Pollack 
demonstrates the skills that have helped him earn his brown belt 
as he flips Gary Renart '99 to the mat. 
simple blocks and punches to show-
ing how to disarm an attacker. These 
skills were mostly demonstrated by 
Pritchard and Keith Pollak. a 
Cornell student who also holds a 
brown belt 
Jujitsu itself can best be de-
scribed as a mixture of other forms 
of martial arts. 
"It is a conglomerate of throws 
and falls, punches, kicks, blocks of 
weapons such as guns and knives," 
Pritchard said after the show. "It is 
not ooly a self-defense vehicle but 
itteachesyoualotaboutyourself.". 
attacker so their mind is off the 
weapon, and then strike the weapon 
away. 
Because the dislocation of body 
parts is a key attack move, sbJdents 
need to know bow to set the bones 
of their opponents back in place. 
Howevez. the club stresses that it is 
preferable that the victim see a.doc-
tor, if at all possible. 
Leaming jujitsu is a long and 
difficult ~ that requires the 
srudents toinakeacommitmenttbey 
must stick to, unless they want to 
fall behind the rest of lbe students 
and get bun during practice. 
During bis studies of the martial 
arts he has studied karate, akido, 
judo, iado and tai chi and is the 
manager of the American Judo 
and Jujitsu Federation Region 
-~:;:=:~~$~L _ _l~--------:-:------' Four. ·He also served as the master 
of ceremonies for the exhibition, 
Later in lbe show, Pritchard and 
Pollak demonstrated how to stop an 
attacker carrying a gun or a knife. 
For safety's sake, the gun was llll-
loaded and the knife was dull. 
The club is willing to take on 
those who are willing to make the 
cnmmitmenL 
The dub will beholding a clinic 
from April 26--28 fum"9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. in the Hill-Center wrestling 
room. and any interested person are 
welcome to attend. 
... ,--.. 
L. - -- • 7'I --,m--- -=-- ~-. ·r 
which consisted of a demonstra-
tion of the various techniques used 
in jujitsu. . 
These techniques ranged from 
Lonborg ~ the audience 
that these techniques were only to 
be used in a· life-and-death situa-· 
tion. The key ~ is to confuse the 
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Only the shadow knows 
Feb. 2 tradition encourages face-off between 
animal forecaster and Cornell meteorologists 
By Christina Tormey 
Ithacan Accent Editor 
Although the weather is still quite 
frigid and the wind is still harsh, 
spring could be right around the 
comer. 
Tomorrow is Feb. 2 - Ground-
hog Day. A five-year-old ground-
hog named, appropriately, 
"Shadow," will compete wiU1 me-
teorologists from the Northeast 
Regional Climate Center al Cornell 
University to predict the arrival of 
spring. 
Shadow will emerge from her 
nest box in U1c lobby of U1e V eteri-
nary Education Center al IO a.m. lo 
search for her shadow. 
If she secs her shadow, spring 
will arrive in six weeks. If she docs 
not sec her shadow, spring is just 
around tlle comer. 
Meteorologist Art DeGactano, 
GROUNDHOG DILEMMA 
• How do groundhogs know when to wake up? 
Every Feb. 2, without fail, groundhogs all around the country 
wake up to look for their shadows. How does it happen? Is it from an 
inner alarm clock? Do weathermen force them awake to find out what 
they should forecast? Or is it the beginning stages of spring's 
sunshine and warm weather that bustle them awake? 
Art DeGaetano, climotologist for the Northeast Regional Cli-
mate Center at Cornell, crellits the early awakening of the groundhog 
to hormones. 
"It is a hormonal response that allows them to breed as early as 
possible, so they wake up in mid- to late winter," he said. 
who will be accompanying Shadow, 
said winter is far from over. al-
though Ule exact day varies. Some 
consider the first day of spri11g on 
March 21, U1c vernal cquinm. 
MctcorologisLs label March I 
Ulc firsL day of spring, sime tJ1e 
coldest montlls of t11e year arc usu-
ally December, J mrnary mid Febru-
ary. 
However, U1e chance!-. of Shadow 
not seeing her shadow arc very slim: 
by tllc Lime she wakes up. all Ll1c 
indoor lights will be on. 
Classroom participation 
Which gender is quieter? Women? Or men? 
By College Press Service 
Ever notice that woman sitting 
next to you in class, the one who 
docs not participate in class discus-
sions, or who tries Lo talk but is not 
recognized by the instructor? Her 
problem may be more than just a 
case of U1c nerves. 
According to University of Cali-
fornia-Davis Women's Resources 
and Research Center Director Robin 
Whitmore, many female students' 
reluctance to speak up in class is a 
result of years of subtle discrimina-
tion. 
"By tile time a female student 
comes to college, she has experi-
enced 12 years in a classroom set-
ting," she said. "Her behavior be-
comes patterned and unconscious." 
Whitmore said that even in 
classes witilmostly female students, 
men are often given more speaking 
lime proportionally 
· "Susan," a ucp teaching assis-
tant who preferred to remain anony-
mous, agreed that women do not 
speak up as much in class as men 
do. 
"I sec males as_suming a right to 
speak, and I'm concerned about it," 
she said. "Once, I decided to stay . 
out of Ule class discussion and let 
tllc de bale go. Whal happened was 
Lhdl four men were talking about 
gender mid tlle women's voices 
were silenced witl1ouL an interme-
diary." 
The classroom cnvironmenL may 
encourage male-dominated partici-
pation, Whitmore said. 
"Classrooms are set up lo be 
morecompetilive,andmenarcoom-
fortable witil that kind of situal ion.'~ 
she said. 
"Women wait and take tune to 
process information and fonnulate 
their answers clearly. There arc ex-
ceptions to tile rule," she cout, nued. 
Whitmore added tilat women's 
methods for answering questions 
differ from those of men. 
"Women tend to raise tllcir hands 
while men arc more willing to shout 
out answers, which means Ll1crc are 
more male responses," sbe said. 
UCO sop,iomore Tuwanna Pe-
ters said that she secs tllis L) J)C of 
behavior occurring in some of her 
classes. 
"Women are morerespcdfol and 
don't blurt out," sbe said ... Often 
women will try to speak up, but tlle 
teacher will call on guys." 
According to UCO Italian lec-
turer Jay Grossi, women speak up 
as much as men in class. 
''In my clm,s, it seems to be prcuy 
equal," he said. "Often women arc 
more talkative UJan men because I 
find they study more." · 
Some people arc nervous and 
need additional encouragement, 
Grossi said. 
"I try not to intimidate studenL<;, 
but ifs important for Ulem to try 
and Lalk, especially in language 
class," he said. "lfilieyareprepared 
and confident, it's easier to lead 
tllem into discussion." 
Susan said tllat she pays careful 
attention to people who arc less 
likely to participate. 
"I ask to hear from people who 
haven't said anything yet in class," 
she said. "I tllink: teachers should 
work on trying to create an environ-
ment in which people feel safe in 
expressing UJeir opinions.'' 
Female students need to assert 
tllemselves in class, she said. "Set 
up your own boundaries and agree 
to discuss issues, but not to be at-
tacked," she said. "It's a brave act 
to get your voice out tllere, but at 
tlle same lime, it's really import;mt 
because you're representing all 
women.",, 
Peters said she advises students 
to get all U1cy can oul of a clm;s. 
"Try to he more open and more 
asscrli ve.so you nm he as educated 
and well-trained as possihlc-ge1 
more for what you're paying for." 
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SIX MORE WEEKS OF THIS? 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holiday 
Grounds maintenance personnel Mike Schultz and Tom 
Bossak (right) clear walkways after Sunday's snow showers. 
Bossak was on his first day of work. 
POINT OF VIEW 
Get your point across in 
a letter to the editor. 
Choose your topic and 
start writing! See the 
Opinion page for 
additional information. 
TheJTHACAN 
'/he Newspaper for tire /rlraca College Commwzit\" 
..... .,. .. _,--
. .,. ,. .. _.,., 
. , .. ·.,. . .. -:. .. -.. ., / . .,.·.,..·.. . . .,. 
269 Park Hall• Telephone 274-3207 • Fax 274-1565 
HELP OTHERS DISCOVER LC.! ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS 
PHONATHON 1996 
' If you would like to share your pride in LC. 
with accepted students, volunteer for Phonathon 1996. 
WHEN: FEBRUARY 12 - MARCH 28 
WHERE: OFFICE OF ADMISSION 
TIME: 5:3.0 P.M. - 9:30 P.M. 
Refreshments will be served 
Pick .up a sign-up form in the Office of Admission 
or Campus Center Information Desk. 
1995-96 "r\uval Pearls" t.f~-41..1·~~- •·i... 
Tickets available January 19 at the Ticket 
Center at Clinton House and Rebop Records, 
Tape~. and Compact Discs, Collegetown 
$7 Children, semor citizens, and Ithaca 
College students 
$12 Ithaca College alumni, faculty, 
stall, and administrators; 
Friends ol llhaca College; other students 
$14 General public 
"THEIR SINGING MATCHES THE ENSEMBLE INTEGRITY 
OF A WELL-DRILLED CHORUS WITH THI; ~LARITY, 
NUANCE, AND LINEAR INDEPENDENCE oi; 
SOLOISTS."-LOS ANGELES TIIIES 
CHANTICLEER 
Performing music by Belmont, Dunstable, Dulay, 
Hindemith, Marenzio, Poulenc, Thomas, Victoria, 
and Yi, as well as selected folksongs, madrigals, 
popular songs, and spirituals · 
MONDAY, FE~R_UAflY 5 
FORD HALL AUDITORIU~, 8:1 S· P.M. 
A pre-concert lecture by Professor Michael Krueger 
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in room 201, Ford Hall. 
~--~· ITHACA 
CHANTICLEER 
•• 
-· 
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92 WICB'S TOP TEN 
1 . "Wonderwall" -- Oasis 
2. "1979" -- Smashing Pumpkins 
3. "Santa Monica" -- Everclear 
4. "Just a Girl" -- No Doubt --~. 
5. "Brain Stew'' -- Green Day 
6. "Cumbersome" -- Seven Mary Three 
7. "Ruby Soho" -- Rancid 
8. "In the Meantime" -- Spacehog 
9. "I Got Id." -- Pearl Jam 
10. "Natural One" -- Folk Implosion 
WICB's Top Ten is based upon weekly air play at WICB. 
SOUND BYTES 
Golden Smog 
"Down By The Old 
Mainstream" 
Rating: 7 
• Like the Traveling Wilburys of 
years past, Golden Smog is a 
collection of established musicians 
that are playing under different 
identities. (Whether this identity crisis 
was planned or forced because of 
record contracts we are not sure.) 
Combined are the forces of Soul 
Asylum, the now defunct Jayhawks 
and Wilco. If the latter two bands do 
not ring a bell, you should know that 
they are straight-forward southern 
rock groups. The album prides itself 
on acoustic guitars and witty 
songwriting led by Soul Asylum's 
guitarist Dan Murphy. Key songs 
include "Red Headed Stepchild," "V" 
and "Nowhere Bound," on which 
Dave Pirner from Soul Asylum lends 
lead vocals. 
Ruby 
"Salt Peter" 
Rating: 8 
• Ruby frontwoman Lesley Rankine 
used to scream for the angst-ridden, 
noise-infected band Silverfish. With 
Ruby, she has changed her path 
180-degrees. Rankine, along with 
band-mate Mark Walk, has produced 
well-constructed songs with musical 
content comparable to that of Bjork. 
However, the lyrics have a much 
more intense sexual and psychologi-
cal subject matter. Rankine's 
passionate vocals can be heard on 
the sexually explicit songs "Paraffin" 
and "Swallow Baby." The best part of 
the album is the willingness to 
experiment with changing beats and 
unusual samples. On "Tiny Meat" 
these two elements are present and 
combatant at the same time. It 
makes for a great combination. 
Compiled by Jon Landman, music director for WICB 
Looking for the best 
fitness bargain in town? 
no sweat! 
Nobody in Ithaca has more for less than Ithaca Fitness. 
Ithaca Fitness ha, the area', largest and hne,I collection of aerobic and strength training 
equipment, featuring machine, from the be,1 name, in l,tnes,f 
nm ~)(- ''*'*' ~t~ ll.P:i~~ · t--mn.-1 
a.~s'f:~ ~ (},Nautilus 
: J( Concept II 
And also u , ,, ~rd fitness 5ervic~, mdudmg excellent oerobrc dossc!., personal 
fra,ning, bocy,01 'est,ng, and more h-ee of charge lo members' 
STUDENT SEMESTER 
SPECIAL 
$139°?hru 5/3)/1)6 
Money Back Guarantee 
No RestnctJons • Unlimited Use 
.I Tons & Tons 
of Free Weights 
.I Largest Aerobic 
Area in Ithaca 
.I Certified Fitness 
Trainers 
~ FITNESS 
'"' 
~ 
119 lklrd St. • 272-8779 
Mon-llus 6:<Xbn; 9:~ 
Fri 6:00mn · 8.~ 
Sm9ali·6pn S..,9an,-5pm 
- .·---~. __ ....,_,_ ·-------- ... -- ~-· 
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Life without--R-itsh 
Lifeson branches out with first solo project 
By Dave Udoff 
Ithacan Staff 
Ladies and gentlemen, introducing the 
world according to Alex Lifcson. Or, to be 
more specific, here is what has resulted from 
Lifcson • s venture into the darker, more per-
sonal side of rock and roll. ' 
Up until now, Lifeson, the dynamic gui-
tarist of Rush, has been known solely for his 
work with that band, his lightning-quick 
rhythm and lead techniques having provided 
the impetus for his brilliant music career. 
Having establish_cd himself long ago as a 
virtuoso, Lifeson decided to temporarily 
break from his roots and put out a self-
writccn, self-produced side project, titled 
"Victor." In the process, he hac; thrown quite 
a curveball to Rush fans. 
"Victor," is the name of Lifeson's band, 
album and one of the songs, and is his first 
solo effort. An interesting piece of work, 
some of the songs and lyrics are harsh and 
abrasive, while others are more mellow and 
atmospheric. Some Rush overtones can even 
be heard on a few tracks. 
The opening track, "Don't Care," may 
not leave favorable first impressions with 
Lifeson's fans. The song's piercing, indus-
trial metal sound and the lyrics dealing with 
sexual domination, may prove to be quite a 
shock to Rush fans, and aesthetically dis-
pleasing to the casual listener. . 
How·ever;'Promisc,"'"Start Today" and 
"I Am the Spirit" contain Rush-like rhythms, 
and are reminiscentofLifeson'spuly l980's 
guitar style. The presence of vocalist Lisa 
Dalbello on "Start Today" adds an interest-
ing element to that song, as some fans have 
dared to compare her with Rush bassist/ 
vocalist Gcddy Lee. 
Lifeson, who plays bass on all three of 
these songs, as well as a few others, show~ 
flashes of Lee's style and for the most part 
MUSIC REVIEW 
Victor ;!i7if:t. 
,,,1%7-Y,, f~,;.,:~;:;._ 
;:i"J :~1 "Victor" 
~i?:,::;f):} 
Alex Lifeson - guitars, bass, •;,,-.w; 
keyboards, programming, vocals 
Blake Manning - drums 
Peter Cardinali - bass 
Bill Bell - guitars 
Edwin - vocals 
Produced by Alex Lifeson 
1996 Atlantic Recording 
Corporation 
uses more powerful rhythms than either Pe-
ter Cardinali or Les Claypool of Primus-the 
two bassists featured on this album. 
The key boards and programming on "Vic-
tor," also by Lifeson, set the tone for its dark 
atmosphere. Lifeson and Bill Bell combine 
acoustic and lead guitar work on "Strip and 
Go Naked" while Lifeson bas bis hands full 
as the lone guitarist on "Mr. X." Both arc 
excellent instrumentals. 
Lifeson • s voice can also be heard on the 
album, but bis lead "vocals" consist of two 
songs-"At the End" and the title track-
where he merely speaks the lyrics amid the 
backdrop of music. Edwin, from the band I 
Mother Earth, performs the lead vocals on 
the rest of the songs, and while his deep voice 
coincides with the album's mood, the shin-
ing moment<; on this album occur when there 
arc no vocals at all. 
If nothing else, Lifcson should win points 
for daring to take his talents to the most 
unusual of levels, and Rush fans should cau-
tiously endorse, if not embrace, this project. 
However, for all his adventurousness and 
willingness to take chances, the album ull1-
mately suffers from Lifeson's failure to sur-
round himself with quality musicians. 
Liberal Arts Majors: 
Are you concerned about your career plans after 
Ithaca College? 
( 
\ I'm not sure what kind of 
( job I can get with my major. 
What am I qualified to do? 
I have no idea 
what I want to do 
or even if someon 
would wallt to hire 
Then come to -
Career Focus for 
Hun1anities and Sciences lv1ajors 
A panel of Ithaca College alumni who graduated from the School 
of Humanities and Sciences will be on hand to discuss choosing or 
deciding on a career, marketing yourself to employers, the benefits 
of majoring in liberal arts, and how to better prepare for life after 
Ithaca College. They will also address questions or concerns you 
may have in relation to your career planning. 
\\'hen: Tl1llr..,d:t\. Ft:hru~tn· ~th 
. . 
7:(l(J - ~:_;() P\l 
\\'here: \\"illi~ll1b .202 
For more information, please contact: 
The Office of Career Planning and Placement 274-3365 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
. February 1 - 7 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
City of Lost Children - 7:15, 9:35 
Othello - 7:15, 9:35 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Leaving Las Vegas - 7: 15, 9:35 
Restoration-- 7:15, 9:35 
Postman -- 7:15 
American President -- 9:35 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 
MALL 257-2700 
Black Sheep 
The Juror 
Dead Man Walking 
Bed Of Roses 
Mr. Holland's Opus 
White Squall 
12 Monkeys 
From Dusk to Dawn 
Grumpier Old Men 
Toy Story 
Screamers 
Heat 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 274-1386 
Get Shorty -- Friday and Saturday at 
7:00 and 9:30. Sunday at 8:00 and 
11:00 
Pee-Wee's Big Adventure -- Friday and 
Saturday at midnight 
Fairy tale revisited in 
'City of Lost Children' 
By Patri~k Boyton 
Ithacan Staff 
Once upon a time, before Disney had a 
corporate strangle-bold on popular entertain-
ment, children's fairy tales were darlc, myste-
rious and often downright scary. They played 
upon children's deepest fears. Since then, 
concerned parents have decided it's safer, 
and easier, topopinatapeof"TheLion King" 
instead of reading aloud "Little Red Riding 
Hood." Sure, you can still fmd these stories 
for children, but they've been so toned down 
they might as well be G-rated cartoons (and 
most of them are.) 
This is what makes "City of Lost Chil-
dren" such a surprising and fresh film. With 
its R raling, most viewers may be reluctant to 
call it a fairy tale, but it is. It also has science-
fiction and fantasy elements. But at heart. it is 
an old-fashioned children's folk tale. 
"City of Lost Children" is an odyssey 
reminiscent of 'The Wizard of Oz." But in 
this world, there is no Land of Oz. It is a world 
of unbearable bleakness, where orphaned 
children spend their time running from the 
clutches pf adults (and adulthood). The 
Wicked Witch, in this case, is a sadistic scien-
tist named Krank, a man who has literally lost 
bis ability to dream. He kidnaps children and 
hooks them up to a machine that steals their 
dreams. 
Miette, the nine-year-old protagonist, is a 
character straight out of Dickens. She is a 
precocious orphan who runs with a ragged 
gang of street kids. When the younger brother 
of a carnival strongman named One is kid-
napped by Krank, Miette helps to get him 
back. One is the endearing scarecrow figure, 
making up for bis lack of brain power with 
heart and courage. 
While the whole cast is fantastic, Ron 
Perlman is exceptionally good as One. He's 
: ,; :::. :·-· 
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MOVIE REVIEW 
City of Lost 
Children 
Directed by Jean-Pierre 
Jeunet and Marc Caro 
Tiil llMcatrat• anill ll'a 1 (•l'lt)h 10 (llllat) 
best known as the sensitive, sewer-dwelling, 
hairy poet in the short-lived cult television 
show, "Beauty and the Beast." He is the lost 
man-child, the only truly likeable adult char-
acter in the whole film. 
The visionaries behind this fantastic film 
are French directors Jean-Pierre Jeunet and 
Marc Caro. Their 1991 film, "Delicatessen," 
was a visually stunning post-apocalyptic black 
comedy. The unusual camera work and in-
ventiveediling of "Delicatessen" are elevated 
lo new heights inJeunetand Caro's new film. 
From the opening surrealist nightmare 
that presents a demonic twist on the Santa 
Claus legend, "City of Lost Children" is 
saturated with some of the most imaginative 
cinematic imagery in many years. By com-
bining unusual lighting and unorthodox 
lenses, J eunet and Caro have created an expe-
rience that feels more like an actual dream 
than a film. The production design, involving 
the construction of a harbor town, is also 
outstanding. 
"City of Lost Children" is so fantastic for 
the first two-thirds that it's a shame when it 
losses momentum in the final act It feels as 
if the film unravels under the weight of its 
own imagination and finally loses focus. But 
even the dissatisfying finale doesn't lake 
away from the consistently magical build-
up. Go see "City of Lost Children" before it 
disappears to the tiny foreign film comer of 
video stores. 
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THE STORY 
OF A REBEL 
AND HIS BIKE. 
PEE-WEE HERMAN,,, 
PEE-WflJ' 
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OTHELLO 
Rating:8 
• Here's what the screenwriter was 
thinking: I'm not in a creative mood, 
so I'll just steal a script from some 
famous dead guy (Shakespeare). I'll 
have to change it though, because 
many people have done the story 
about the jealous Moor and his love, 
Desdemona. I'll change a lot of the 
original dialogue around so people can 
understand it better, and add in more 
gratuitous sex scenes. Kenneth 
Branagh will be perfect for the evil 
Iago, because he'll bring a nice blend 
of sarcasm and wickedness to the 
role. I'll also pump the script up with 
amazing point of view shots, and 
Laurence Fishbourne should be great 
as Othello. 
FROM DUSK TILL DAWN 
Rating: 7 
• Horror film fans will delight in this 
- new Quentin Tarantino script which is 
part crime, part vampire movie. The 
first half deals with two brothers 
(George Clooney and Tarantino) 
attempting to end a crime spree by 
safely escaping to Mexico. But after 
the brothers take a vacationing family 
hostage and hole up in a strip bar, the 
film takes a total 180-degree spin and 
turns into a gory vampire film. Director 
Robert Rodriguez effectively combines 
the gore with the great dialogue and 
the result is a bloody good flick. 
Surprisingly, the best performances 
come from Tarantino and makeup 
artist Tom Savini, who hilariously 
portrays a biker charmingly named 
Sex Machine. 
Compiled by 
Scott Kanter and Ken Borsuk 
•••• 
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PERSONALS 
Dear readers, 
Tell someone you care with an 
Ithacan personal ad. Only $2. 
The Editors 
FOR RENT 
Only 100 feet to Simeon's! Quality 
building, furnished, carpet, intercom, 
laundry, microwave, tv lounge. $370 
up, ncluding utilities. Bus at corner 
to IC. Quiet people. Genuine value! 
273-9462. 
DRYDEN VILLAGE-Spacious two 
bedroom, 1 1/2baths, parking, also 
on bus line. $450.00+.272-6079 -
273-2562 for appointment. 
Available now. 1 bedroom furnished 
apt. $345 includes all utilities, park-
ing, no pets. 508 South Aurora St. 
272-7726. 
DRYDEN VILLAGE- Efficiency, 
modern kitchen and bath. Parking, 
bus. $275.00+. 272-6079 - 273-
2562 for appointment. 
4 bedrm house excellent condition, 
parking, IC/downtown location 
$275+pp/m-12mos. 273-7307. 
3 BR newly-renovated apt. down-
town. Close to library. Available now. 
Two 3 BR apts. available Sept. Call 
for more info. after 3pm 272-5210. 
Location, Location, Location-
Prospect & Hillview Pl.: 2 and 3 
Bedroom Apts., in duplex houses. 
All apts. arefurnisheed & most have 
off-street parking. Apts. are 
aavailable Aug. 1, 1996. For more 
details call Peter or Kathy 273-5370. 
If we aren't home leave your name 
& number & we will call you back. 
DUPLEX iou1 bedroom apts fully 
furnished non-coin operated 
washer/dryer dishwasher balconies 
parking call 273-8576. 
South hill, furnished 3 br available 
(school year) double living rooms, 
dining/skylight 10 month lease$720 
month plus 256-2488. 
Coddington Rd - Excellent loca-
tion 4 bedroom house. Available 8/ 
1/96. $250 per person plus utilities. 
Call 273-5257 or 275-9703. 
1 and 2 bedroom apts on Prospect 
St. 1,2,3 bedroom apts on shore of 
Cayuga Lake '96-'97 school year. 
Rent a nice apartment at a fair price. 
273-7368. 
Downtown 4 bedroom apartment. 1 
block from the Commons, lots of 
light. Landlord pays all utilities. 
Washer + dryer. On bus route to 
campus. $255 per person, fur-
nished. Available 8-1. Certified 
Properties lnc.273-1669. 
South HIii studiio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Walk to campus or the 
Commons. Hardwood floors, lots of 
light, landlord pays all utilities! Avail-
able 6-1 or 8-1. Furnished. Start at 
$470. Certified Properties Inc. 
273-1669. 
Beautiful 4 bedroom apartment 
downtown 2 blocks from the Com-
mons. Huge rooms, 2 full baths, 
hardwood floors, fireplace, lots of 
character. Heat included. Furnished. 
-Must see! Certified Properties Inc. 
273-1669. 
Large 5 bedroom house on South 
Hill. 2 full kitchens, 2 full baths, 
washer + dryer,- woodstove. Large 
yard, deck and patio. Located on a 
quiet street, off street parking, fur-
nished. $275 per person + ut1l:ties. 
Available 6-1. Certified Properties 
Inc. 273-1669. 
Downtown 3 bedroom house. 
Livingroom, diningroom, 1 1 /2 baths, 
wall to wall carpet. Furnished. $275 
per person + utilities. Available 8-1 
Certified Properties Inc 273-1669 
3-4 bedroom townhouses for rent 
spring/fall semester recently remod-
eled, spacious and private. Free 
garbage removal and parking. 
Please call 257-1725 for showing 
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOMS close 
to I.C. + Commons, fully furnished, 
parking, laundry, '96-'97, 10/12 
month leases $250-275/ pp 277-
6961 
Four Bedroom townhouses, 
houses, apartments available in 
June and August, quality housing, 
great locations, walk to campus. 
273-9300. 
CLOSE TO IC! FURNISHEDAPTS. 
2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 Bedrooms. Now rent-
ing. Call 272-5647 or 273-5192. 
3 Bedroom, new contemporary, 2 
blocks commons, 2 baths, natural 
gas, energy efficient, balconies, 
parking, furnished. 277-6260, 533-
7324. 
RENTING 96-97: MODERN TWO 
BEDROOM, new paint and carpet, 
free parking and heat. Four units 
per building. Discount for group of 
8. 2728017,2574402 
BEGIN AND END YOUR '96-'97 
HOUSING SEARCH WITH US!! 
quality housing, great locations, 
professional services, competi-
tive prices. 2TT-6961 
Available Now, Ideal for grad or 
serious student, new and great con-
dition, contemporary funishings , 
spacious, bright & clean, rents start 
at $250. 273-9300 
Aug 96-97 3 bedrm apt or 6 bedrm 
house on Linn st. 2 bath 2 kitchen 2 
livingrm $265/person includes util-
ity laundry parking 257-4831 
South hill.furnished 3 br available 
(school year) double living 
Jan:i.es E. Ga:rd.n.e:r, .T:r. 
I&E.&I,. EMTA.'I~..E 
A G.rea;te.r 8eI.ec-t;i~:n. o:I'. 
.Apa,r-t;:uie:n.'t;s iia. 't;h.e 
I-t;b.n,ea, ..A...rea, 
Collegetown 
D_owntown 
Lake-Front 
South-Hill 
Efficiencies td'8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished :and-U nfumished 
Quality Units ~i Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 - - ·-·· 
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ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS · Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to The Ithacan 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
---------------------------------
Date(s) to run ________ _ Category ___________ _ 
Name _____________________________ _ 
Address __________________________ _ 
Phone_~---------------------------
rooms,dining/skylight 10 month 
lease $720 month plus. 256-2488 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom apartments 
on the Commons. Available August 
1996. Furnished or unfurnished. 
272-7441. 
SUBLET 
Sublet- 1 room in a 5 man Circle 
Apt. Available from the 1st of Feb. 
$325/month. Contact Meghan at 
256-3041. 
Apartment sublet one bedroom for 
female only in four bedroom Col-
lege circle apartments. fnterstedcall 
Dianna at 275-8423. 
Looking to go away first semester? 
Now you can and still live off cam-
pus when you return. Four bed-
rooms available to sublet in College 
Circle Apartments for spring semes-
ter '97. Call275-4415 or275-4790 if 
interested. 
FOR SALE 
HOUSE FOR SALE Relocation sale 
by owner South Hill-Deer Run 4 
Bdrm 21/2 Bath, Deck, Living, din-
ing, family room $167,500 or Best 
Reasonable offer Open House Feb. 
3 & 4 277-3214 
Photo Equiptment: Polaroid B&W 
Pro-Pak like nu! $50/080. 35mm 
OlympusOm2, Leather Case, Flash 
Lens, Pro-Zoom Like Nu! $600/080 
Leave message 273-0486 an.irne. 
14&i4!•tibi4:&, 
Make $$ as a sales representative 
for The Ithacan. Contact the Adver-
tising Director at The Ithacan, Park cards, and much more. 607-347-
Hall room 269, or call 274-3207. 4669. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn #1 SPRING BREAK DON'T BLOW 
up to $2,000+/month working on IT!! Book Now!!! Florida from $109 
cruise ships or land-tour compa- Jamaica/Cancun/Bahamas from 
nies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, $359 Free Info: Sunsplash 1 -800-
the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and 426-7710 
full-time employment available. No _F_R_E_E_T ___ SH-IR_T_+-10- 0-0-C-r-e-dit-C-ar-d experience necessary. For more 
information call 1-206-971-3550ext. fundraisers for fraternities, sorori-
C52313. _ ties & groups. Any campus organi-
zation can raise up to $1,000 by 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Stu- earning a whopping $5.00Nisa ap-
dents Needed! Fishing Industry. plication. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 
Earnupto$3,00-$6,000+permonth 65 Qualified callers receive FREE 
Room and Board! Transportation! T-SHIRT 
Male or Female. No experience -5-P-R-IN_G_B_R_E_A_K __ -N-as_s_a_u/_P_a-ra--necessary. Call (206) 971-351 0 
extA52312 dise Island, Cancun and Jamaica 
from $299. Air, Hotel, Transfers, 
BUSINESSOPPORTUNITIESEarn Parties and More! Organize small 
$500 or more weekly stuffing enve- group - earn FREE trips plus com-
lopes at home. Send long SASE to: missions! Call 1-800-822-0321. 
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. H4, 
P.o. Box 1779, Denham Springs, 
LA 70727 
SERVICES 
Attention all Students! Over $6 
Billion in public and private sector 
grants & Scholarships is now avail-
able. All students are eligible. Let us 
help. For more info. Call: 1-800-
263-6495 ext. F52313 
EATING DISORDER treatment 
available on campus. Insurance re-
imbursable, strictly confidential. Call 
now 732-5646 Nutriition Clinic, 
Elmira,NY 
L.M.B. WORD PROCESSING 
EDUCATIONAUBUSINESS Re-
sumes, Reports, Journals, Business 
Student Apartments 
wal_king distance 
to 1.c. 
· off-street parking 
for more informatioJl: 
272--1115 
APARTMENTS AND 
DOUSES· 
&.,uth 8ill and Downtown, two 
bed rooms and larger, up to seven 
bedrooms. Spacious rooms, 
furnished, with laundry and 
-~g .. Nice condition. 
;;. ~~~nt·val~. ranging from 
· , __ . n3J.,io $300/month/person, 
-z._mc1iKlt"J all.lajlities. Available 
---~ for Ja1Iollrt;·.Jrine·t;,r._AugusL. 
1!11381::. _:.~-~ 
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CLOSE TO HOME 
• BY JOHN MCPHERSON 
Closing time at Adventure Zone Playland. 
/-.JO 
CLICK! 
=a 
.:!:a'-
~-
Tired of constanHy searching for the TV remote, 
Sven opts for one of the new remote implants. 
fodlmalely. Dave hcxl a can ol 
cap le Nice in lie car. 
.. . 
.._ .. 22 THE lTIIACAN 
----
ColVIINe:;.SOOrJ __ 
Watch for posters and info 
in the Campus Center 
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-··: The Ithacan/David Batt 
~Sophomore Denis McCarren concentrates before attempting the pole vault in 
~an indoor track meet last Saturday at Cornell's Barton Hall. 
;;,, 
' 
:~--Balanced attack 
produces victories 
Team records points in every event 
By Brian Gunning 
Ithacan Contributor 
Anyone who bas ever played a team 
sport at one time or another bas probably 
heard the adage, "There is no 'I' in team." 
Competing in their second meet of the 
season at Barton Hall last Satwday, the 
men's indoor track team showed that a 
team effort was what it took to win. 
MEN~S INDOOR 
TRACK AND FIELD 
Hosting a tri-meet against SUNY 
Binghamton and SUNY Cortland, Ithaca 
-took a comfortable first place with a total 
of 73.5 points. Binghamton (54.5 points) 
and Cortland (49 points) placed second 
and third respectively. 
Head Coach Jim Nichols said the meet 
was a good way to start the season. 
"Saturday was a very good first step for 
us," Nichols said. 
"It gave us an opportunity to see where 
we were, and hopefully we can get stron-
ger as the year goes on," he said. 
The Bombers scored points in every 
event they entered as they cruised to vic-
tory. 
Senior Jon Mulholland started off the 
meet with a second-place finish in the 55-
meter hurdles. His time of 8:23 was good 
enoughtoqualifybimfortheStatecompe-
. tition. 
Ithaca swept two events. Seniors Scott 
This year our team is a lot 
closer. We realize we have to 
stick together and it's going 
to take all of us to win. " 
-Mark Bowles '98 
Rowe and Russell Hamilton placed first 
and second, respectively, while first-year 
sprinter Michael Henderson placed third 
in the 55-meter dash. 
Next, in the 600-meter dash, sopho-
more Jarrod Cushing took first place while 
junior Mike Lewek placed second and 
first-year sprinter Scott Williams finished 
third. 
Sophomore Chris Waldron led the 
1000-meter from the start to lake first 
place in a time of 2:40.76. 
Other winners included sophomore 
Andy Weishaar who won the 3000-meter 
in 9: 14 and then came back to anchor the -
4 X 800 relay to a close finish behind 
Cortland. 
Sophomore Marie Bowles' finish in 
the long jump qualified him for the state 
and Eastern Collegiate Athletic Confer-
ence dlampionship meets. 
If the team wants to succeed, they must 
continue to work together as one cohesive 
unit 
"1bis year our team is a Jot closer," 
Bowles said. .. We realize we have to stick 
together and it's going to lake all of us to 
win." 
Top diver goes 
down with injury 
All-American sidelined for six weeks / 
By Glenn Roth 
Ithacan Staff 
While the Ithaca College women's swim-
ming tearn(6-2) won its final dual meet of the 
year, it also suffered its worst loss. 
Junior Amanda Liddy, the team's best 
diver, broke her pinky finger and the fifth 
metacarpal on her left hand. She will un-
dergo surgery on Friday, Feb. 2 to repair the 
bone that connects the wrist to the fifth fin-
ger. Liddy will be in a cast for IO days, and 
then sidelined for six weeks. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
AND DIVING 
"It's bard because rm so into diving," 
Liddy said. "I care more about diving than 
my classes." 
An All-American last season, Liddy came 
out of a reverse one-and-a-half dive and 
smacked her hand on the I -meter board. 
"It was just a freak accident," Liddy said. 
She bas bit her head and feet on the hoard in 
previous meets, but nothing serious resulted. 
Liddy, who is the defending New York 
State Women's Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion champion in 1- and 3-meterdiving, will 
be forced to miss the competition on Feb. 14-
17 at Hamilton. 
First-year teammate Alicia Brant said 
Liddy will be missed. 
"It's a pretty big loss," Brant said. "She's 
not only our best diver but we also looked up 
to her. She was a shoe-in lo win states again." 
Diving Coach ChrisZoltoski said he looks 
for first-year diver Keri Boduch and sopho-
more Mary Ann Soprano lo step up in the 
absence of Liddy. Boduch must now learn 
three new dives before going to states. 
Though Liddy will miss the state meet, 
she might be able to compete in the NCAA 
Di vision III Championships on March 14-16 
at Emory University. 
A decision will be made between Liddy 
and Zoltoski to sec if she can go to Nationals 
without practicing. 
Now she may have to wait until her senior 
year to make her second trip to Nationals. 
"It's depressing, hut it's getting better," 
Liddy said. 
Junior shines in win 
Kevin Connors dishes out a career-high nine---'. 
assists in first start for Baker at Hobart · 
By Andrew Marchand 
Ithacan Staff 
Starting for the flu-stricken Sbaka Serville 
as point guard, junior Kevin Connors dished 
out a career-high nine assists in the Bombers 
79-56 win Tuesday night The Bombers 
improve to 9-6 beading into tonight's game 
at the Ben Light Gym versus Cazenovia 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
A week ago, Connors did not receive one 
second of playing time in the win over 
Naz.areth. Last Saturday, Head Coach Tom 
Baker, who thinks Connors'pcrimeter game 
is most effective against zone, put him in 
when RIT went to a box-and-one on senior 
Mark Metcalf. However, a few moments 
after Connors entered, the Tigers switched to 
man-to-man and Baker looked lo bis bench to 
take Connors out. But before Baker could sit 
Connors down, he bit a three-pointer and 
notched a couple of assists in leading the 
Bombers on a run. 
"[Kevin] is not making many mistakes," 
Baker- said. "His choice of offensives have 
been very good. He is picking up what 
opponents are doing." 
Last night, this meant finding forward 
junior Kevin Havens, who scored Ithaca's 
first 10 points. He finished with 20 points 
and added eight boards. Baker described 
Havens' 10-15 performance as ''Dunbam-
like," in reference to Steve "the Hammer" 
Dunham, who led the Bombers in scoring 
two years ago. 
Besides Connors, the Bombers made an-
other change in the starting line-up by insert-
ing 6' 10" Eric Pitcber atcenter. Pitcher, who 
replaced freshman Gavin Mazurak, yanked 
down nine boards and rejected six shots in 
just 20 t,ninutes of action. Pitcher, a sopho-
more, worked well as the anchor of the Bomb-
ers defense. 
µst night, Ithaca pressed more than 
George Jefferson. The one-to-one haJf court 
defense forced 26 Slalesmen turnovers. The 
Bombers tired tbe Statesmen by using all 12 
players in uniform. 
"There isn't anybody who has 
been more courageous in 
overcoming not playing. " 
- Tom Baker, 
men's basketball head coach 
"We are going to play 13 players [ with the 
return of Serville] the rest of the year," Baker 
said. "We think we can wear the other teams 
down." 
The Bombers' depth could be vital down 
the stretch starting Sunday at home against 
Southern Vermont as the Bombers begin a 
six -day tour that includes four games in three 
towns. The stretch incJudcs a rematch al RIT 
on Tuesday. 
Ithaca still can make the NCAA tourna-
ment, but Baker does not want lo speculate on 
how they can get there. It is an effective 
approach Baker wants lo take for the rest of 
the season. 
He agrees that the Born bers own a legiti-
mate shot to be one of the eight teams chosen 
in the East Region. If this is going lo happen, 
last night's contribution from seniors MetcaJf 
and Vince Perrine must continue .. The multi-
dimensional Metcalf knocked down 12 points 
while adding six assists and five rebounds. 
Perrine shot like the Perrine of bis freshman 
and sophomore years by connecting on three 
of five three-pointers. He shot the ball with-
out hesititation_ 
As for Connors, he 'came to the Bombex 
program as a top recruit and, according to 
Baker, he found the transition from high 
school ball to college ball difficult Baker 
thjnks it is because he does not have the the 
quickness that others do. Thus, Connors bas 
learned bow to be strong with the ball instead 
of quick with it, However, he also learned 
about patience and perserverance because 
many times over the last three years Connors 
could have called it quits, instead he bung in 
there and waited for bis opportunity. 
"There isn't anybody who bas been more 
courageous in overcoming not playing," Baker 
said 
Not anymore, after a team-high 31 min-
utes and nine assists. 
,-
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Two alumni lead 
RIT to victory 
Squad loses sixth straight dual meet 
Hoopsters suffer loss to 
powerful William Smith 
. •") I . 
By Jen Bellask 
Ithacan Staff 
1be Bombers have a new ri-
valry on their schedule. 
Former Ithaca alumni Ron 
Gross '90 is the new head wres-
tling coach for the RIT Tigers. 
Jason Bovenzi, who is an assis-
tant coach with RIT this season, 
was an NCAA cbampiorr for 
Ithaca last year at 190 pollllds. 
WRESTLING 
For the first time since the 
1980-81 season, RIT was victo-
rious over the Bombers. 
"With this added rivalry, RIT 
was jacked up to beat us," Head 
Coach David Ruckman said. 
The Tigers' eagerness 
showed as the Bombers lost at 
RITonJan.26.SophomoreJohn 
Gemmell (126) and first-year 
wrestler Dan Butler (158) were 
the only winners for Ithaca. 
Gemmel, originally wrestling 
at 118 lbs, moved up to 126 lbs 
because senior co-captain Mike 
Stcinbar was out with an ankle 
injury. 
Many wrestlers were not at 
full strength as they were out 
with injuries and personal rea-
sons. 
"On the atmosphere of the 
meet, I felt everyone was pretty 
tired," Gemmel said. "Every-
"On the atmosphere 
of the meet, If elt 
everyone was pretty 
tired. Everybody 
wasflat." 
- John Gemmel '98 
body was flaL" 
Toe team's next match is 
against Cornell on Feb. 3 at 8:00 
p.m. in the Ben Light Gym. 
Toe team will be ready for the 
Division I competition. 
'ibe team is ready to step it 
up," Gemmel said. 
Toe team hopes to be injury-
free and have everyone compete 
in their proper weight class. 
"It should be a good match, · 
depending on what team shows 
up for us," Ruckman said. "If 
everybody wrestles up to the abil-
ity that I have already seen them 
wrcstle .. .il will be a good match. 
If the other team shows up, we 
arc going to get shellacked." 
Even though the Bombers 
have not won a meet this year, 
they are still confident in the rest 
of the team. 
"A lot of good wrestling is 
going on, even though we arc 0-
6," Ruckman said. "Realizing 
what you have to work with in 
regard to ability and limitation is 
up to (the wrestlers]." 
Ithaca gives 
second best 
team in 
. 
region a scare 
By Dave Udoff 
Ithacan Staff 
They had already come back 
down to earth but still wanted to 
reach for the moon. 
Their nearly record-breaking 
nine-game winning streak having 
been snapped last Thursday at 
Hartwick, the Ithaca College 
women's baskelball team knew it 
would have to do anything and 
everything if it was going to beat 
the second-ranked team in the F.ast 
Region, William Smith, on Tues-
day. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
That is exactly what they did, 
but they slill came up short, falling 
to the Herons, 77-72. 
Sophomore forward Margo 
McGowandominatedonbothsides 
of the ball with 17 points, 8 re-
bounds, three steals and a blocked 
shot 
Freshman guard Jen Cotton and 
sophomore forward Kristi Clark 
stepped up as well. Cotton sank her 
first four baskets, three of them 
Ithaca College's Student Alumni Association, Senior Class , 
Office of Career Planning and Placement, Office of Alumni Affairs, 
Alumni Association Board of Directors, and Southern Tier Alumni Club * 
present 
NETWORK '96 
Talk with alumni at an informal reception about 
career issues and the current job market * 
* 
* 
jmnpsbots, while scoring 17 pOints played, "Pritdlanlsaid. -ibeyneed 
overall Oark also bad 17 points. to emulate her because she's an 
including two three-point field All-American. f<r sure." 
goals. Lade of ball oontrol hurt the 
"Ifeltalotmoreoomfortableout Bombers~well.Ilhacarommined 
lberejmtbecauservebeenoffthe 20 turnovers ID William Smith's 
past couple of games, and because · nine. 
my teammate.<: are getting me open "We bad a few [blmOvers] io a 
on the picks," Clalk said row and it just got them rolling, and 
Head Coach Christine Pritchard set us behind a little,., said Collon, 
praised senior guard Naomi who committed four turnovers and 
Wmakor. who reduced Heron se- soored ooly six points in the second 
niorguardJiDKathmantosixpoints half. "But we stepped it up [al the 
on the night. end]aodilW$jmtaliU1etoolate." 
"Naomi Winakor did the most Indeed. tbe B<mbers, down 75-
outstanding defensive job on Till 65 with 57 seconds remaining in 
Kathmann," Pritchard said .. She the game, were despeiate to get 
totally shut her down. Naomi back in it, but managed lo ail Wil-
Wmakor made us lick. She is just liam Smith's lead in half before it 
irreplareable." was all over. Pritchard called the 
Unlike their previous contest game her team's best effort of the 
against Hartwick. the BombeJ"s were season. 
able to keep tflis game close be- "We had no right being in that 
cause they matched up better de- game," Pritchanl said. "1be only 
fcnsively with the Herons. way that we were rea:ly in that 
But despite taking a one-point game was just on sheer heart and 
lead in the first half and a five-point desire. It's the firsttime that they've 
lead midway through the second really played beyond their potcn-
half, the Bombers were simply no tiaL" 
match for junior forward Jennifer However, when it was all said 
Goodell and the William Smith and done, the Bombers came up on 
Herons. the short end of the stick for no 
Goodcll'snumbersstickoutlikc other reason than the Herons were 
a sore thumb on the box score sbeeL that much better. 
She hit 14of21 shots from the field "Tbey'retbebestwe'regoingto 
and scored an amazing 32 points in -see all year and they proved it, and 
34minutcs.Nobodyelseinthegame we're still working on getting to 
even had 10 shots or 20 points. that kind of caliber," McGowan 
"Goodell is an outstanding said "Westeppeditupalot,butwe 
player, and our players need to take didn'tstepitupquiteasmucbas we 
a look and really sec how she needed to in the end." 
2000 NYS Rte. 392 • Cortland, NY 1 3045 
UNCOOL \JIIJY ~OOL 
Friday, February 9, 1996 
7:30-9:30 P.M. 
Tower Club (14th floor, East Tower) 
* * 
Registration is required. 
Contact the Office of Career 
Planning and Placement 
For your mind, body, spirit, and an enjoyable lifestyle 
caH 1-800-955-2SKI 
at 274-3~ by February 5 * 
* We Offer College Student Discounts 
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KOSTRINSKY· 
continued from page 1 
KOSTRINSKY'S 
COACHING RECORDS 
SPORT (SEASONS) WoN 
Field Hockey (1969-95) 282 
Softball (1970-1986) 202 
Basketball (1969-75) 43 
Golf (1988-95) 17 
Totals 544 
bard-lined coaching style. 
"I try to treat everyone fairly, 
but I think my approach is very 
direct," Kostrinksy said. "I try to 
give a lot of feedback which is not 
flowered over. 
"I think the top athlete, the more 
competitive athlete, in general, I've 
gotten along with very well," she 
said. "I think the middle .kid, who 
bas good skill but you have to take 
to another level particularly when 
they're younger players, tends to 
think I'm not as people-oriented as 
they would like." 
Kostrinsky is one of the most 
accomplished field hockey coaches 
in Division III. She took Ithaca 
College's one-year-old program in 
1969 and developed it into a consis-
tently competitive and solid ath-
letic program. In addition to field 
hockey, she bas also coached soft-
ball, basketball and golf. 
Heading 23 winning seasons, she 
has coached a total of26 All-Ameri-
cans and compiled a coaching record 
of 282-135-23. Under Kostrinsky, 
the Bombers won the NCAA Divi-
sion III championship in 1982, and 
placed second and third in the fol-
lowing years. They reached the 
Losr Tim PCT. 
135 23 .667 
128 3 .611 
16 0 .729 
13 0 .567 
292 26 .646 
playoffs in 11 of her last 13 seasons. 
Looking back at her career, 
Kostrinsky reflected on a couple of 
special memories. 
"I don't just have one moment 
There have been a lot of moments," 
she said. "Winning the National 
Championship in '82 was a real 
high. That was a very significant 
experience." 
Kostrinsky also mentioned the 
Ithaca vs. Cortland game played at 
the New York State championships 
in 1974. 
"We were down 2-0 with six and 
a half minutes left. We came back 
and scored three goals in the last six 
minutes. The team rushed the goal; 
there were about 500 people watch-
ing," she said. 
For the future, Kostrinsky wants 
to further her golf career and move 
south. · 
"My life has been very struc-
Lured as a coach. My personal plans 
revolved around the school calen-
dar," Kostrinsky said." I Lhink it's 
kind of refreshing to feel like I 
might be able Lo stay in a warmer 
climaLe and play golf all year 
round.which I've never been able 
to do." 
THE hllACAN 25 
Retirement surprises many 
Players unaware 
of Kostrinsky's 
plans until Jan. 25 
By Joshua Milne 
Assistant Sports Editor 
When the field hockey play-
ers walked into their team meet-
ing on Jan. 25, they assumed 
they would be talking about their 
winter work schedules. 
Little did any of them know 
that their head coach, Doris 
Kostrinsky, was announcing her 
retirement. 
"Most of us expected her to 
discuss the non-traditional sea-
son, [which included] tourna-
ments and practice sessions," 
junior Marie Kelly said. "No one 
knew she was going to announce 
her retirement. She told no one 
until she told the team." 
Kostrinsky has been coach-
ing and teaching at Ithaca for 
over 27 years. Some players be-
lieved that she would continue 
coaching for many years to come. 
'"I never thought about it," 
first-year player Kelli Coppola 
~aid. "I didn't know how long 
she would keep doing it. It is an 
overall shock." 
Sophomore Meghan Gehrig 
agreed that she was surprised by the 
announcement of Kostrinsky's re-
tirement. 
.. She had never spoken about it 
before," Gehrig said. "It was com-
pletely unexpected." 
Junior forward Sara Bresoick, 
who left the team during the'season 
for personal reasons, believes that 
Kostrinsky wac; pressured to leave 
by the administration. 
"I went to the administralion as 
well as many other players," 
Bresnick said. "The administration 
looked into many Lhings of her and 
pressure was put on her by the ad-
ministration." 
When Assistant Athletic Direc-
tor Kristen Ford wac; questioned 
about the situation, she refused to 
comment. 
Even though Kostrinsky will 
retire at the end of Lhe semester, she 
will continue to recruit players dur-
ing the off-season. 
"She will still keep in touch with 
players she is rccruiling," senior 
co-captainMeganMoransaid. "She 
will help out at that end, but she will 
tell recruits she is ieaving." 
While some players arc in disbe-
lief, other players explain different 
RECYCLE 
reasons for her retirement 
·'J don't think it was anything 
specific," junior co-captain 
Jaime Lees said. "It was a big 
culmination of things. She 
wanted to leave before burnout 
or people saying her time is up." 
Bresnick said she fell the de-
cision was a result of the accu-
mulation of things that happened 
this scac;on. 
"She had been here a long 
time and might have been wav-
ing," she said. "But as aresullof 
things this season, [I think] it 
broke the camel's back and she 
decided to leave." 
After 27 years of coaching, 
players believed she had 
achieved almost everything that 
she could. 
'"I think that after 27 years of 
coaching, she accomplished 
more than other coaches," 
Coppola said. --she always put 
in l 00 percent. She can now 
spend more Lime for personal 
needs." 
Ford said U1e athletic depart-
ment will develop and create a 
JXX)I of candidates soon. The aU1-
lctcs will be involved in the de-
cision, and someone will be hired 
before the end of the year. __ _ 
Please recycle 
' this Ithacan. 
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Gemmell a bright spot for wrestling program 
By Marjorie Obreza 
Ithacan Staff 
When the compelition rose to a 
higher level, so did sophomore John 
Gemmell. He is making a quick 
move in ltliaca·s wrestling history. 
Gemmell recently made ltlrnca 
sports history hy becoming the first 
wrestler ever to win the state title at 
118 pounds on Jan. 20. This victory 
makes Gemmell the 13th Bomber 
to win tl1is presug1ous state cham-
p1onslup honor. 
Gemmell compiled a 4-0 record 
throu_!!hout the toumamcnt., pinning 
lus first opponent, Terry Hm;scler 
of RIT. m four minutes. He tl1cn 
dccis1011cd Ills next foe. a Division 
I at11Ictc, Scott Gotthch of Svra-
cusc, 12-3. Next he defeated the timd 
,cctl. C'rai_!! Kaper ol o~wcgo. 6-3 
m the ~cm1finab. 
In thc title hout. Gemmell wa:--
victonou~ over t11c numher-onc 
seed. Jason Goldman of 
Binghamton, hy a score of 2-1. 111 a 
gmchng match L11at went into ovcr-
umc. 
"The team was very supportive 
all weekend, and that really helped 
me out a lot, .. Gemmell said. '"The 
competition was very strong and I 
faced guys tl1at were ranked nation-
ally." 
Head Coach David Ruckman was 
not surprised at Gemmell' s success 
at the state tournament. 
"He met my expectations :L'- well 
as his own," Ruckman said. "Some 
people may have been surprised at 
his pcrf onnancc, but he· s been wres-
tling very well mid is raising his 
level of pcrfonnancc every day.'' 
Gemmell has been wrestling 
since the nintl1 grade where he was 
a four-time letter winner at Hornell 
High School. He returns to his alma 
mater every free weekend to help 
lus fonncr team witl1 whatever he 
i.::m. especially teaching technu.1ucs. 
Gemmell leads the Bomhcr s4uad 
111 wins thisscw,on wit.ha 16-2rccord 
and ,~ undefeated at 6-0 111 dual 
meets. He boa~L, a career record of 
28-9. 
He attnhutc~ his success al the 
~talc meet to bcrng more motivated 
al Lhi~ tournament. 
··1 Ice! I was more mtcnsc :md 
tocu~ed.'' he said. "I ~ct a goal towm 
the tournament and I achieved it, hut 
now 1~ t11c time to step it up and to 
reach your peak." 
Gemmell, a hcaltl1 and ph)!-ttcal 
education major at ltl1aca, chm,c to 
hccomc a Bomber bccau~c of the 
~izc of the school as well as its 
location. He also knew the strong 
reputation of the wrestling program 
. . , The Ithacan / Kelly Burdick 
Michael Stembar 96 and John Gemmell '98 grapple in preparation for Saturday's meet with Cornell. 
and wanted to become a part of it. up finish at the highly competitive future, in which he can qualify for 
Gemmell has improved Syracuse Invitational, which fca- theNationalsifhcplacesinthetop 
throughout the season. After fin- tured mostly Division I schools. two spots. Gemmell looks forward 
ishing second at the lt11aca Invita- In the back of his mind is the to attaining this ultimate goal of 
tional, he came back with a runner- next conference meet in the near becoming a national champion. 
Strong showing produces 
two victories ·on the track 
Undefeated swimmers 
overwhelm Rochester 
By Stephanie Hoey 
Ithacan Contributor 
cla<;smate T J. Poludniak contin-
ued his dominance tllis season by 
placing first in the 200- (I :46. 77) 
and 500-yard freestyle (4:57.09). 
Four qualify for ECAC indoor championship meet 
By Ray Grabowski Ill 
Ithacan Contributor 
After a month of training, the 
women· s indoor track & field 
tc:un returned to action last Sat-
urday, recording two victories in 
a tri-mcet at Cornell. 
Ithaca defeated _SUNY-
Cortland 72-60 and downed 
WOMEN'S 
TRACK AND 
FIELD 
SUNY-Binghamton 72-33,with-
out having participated in a com-
petitive meet since Dec. 2. 
The Bombers used the meet 
as a measuring stick to sec where 
individual athletes stood physi-
cally. 
"It was a beginning meet to 
see where everyone was,·· senior 
captain Heidi Crossman said. "It 
wa-;n · t like a real serious meet. It 
wa~ more relaxed, where we 
weren't quite as competitive. We 
were just trying to find out where 
our physical capabilities were." 
Four al11letcs have already quali-
fied for the East.cm Collegiate Ath-
letic Conference Championships. 
When an alhlctc qualifies for 
ECACs, an automatic invitation is 
given for the New York State Col-
legiate Track and Field Association 
Meet which is held first in late Feb-
ruary. 
Crossman qualified in two 
events, the 55-mcter hurdles and 
the long jump. Junior Bridget 
O'Brien and senior Bridget Free-
man both qualified in the 55-meter 
hurdles. Rounding out the qualifi-
ers was junior Melissa Barley in the 
triple jump. 
During tl1c meet. l11e Bombers 
dominated the 55-mcter hurdles by 
winning the top three spots. Lead-
ing the way to victory was O'Brien 
wil11 a time of 9:06, followl·d by 
Freeman (9:16) and finishin!! third 
wa!. Crossman (9:40). ~ 
The top finisher in the high 
jump was fust-year athlete Jen-
nifer Fellows with a jump of 
four feet and ten inches. 
Crossman also had the same 
height, but Fellows finished first 
because she was able to clear the 
height in less attempts. 
The Bombers also had a 
strong showing in the longjump. 
Crossman finished first with a 
jump of 4.96 meters and o· Brien 
added a third place showing with 
a leap of 4.69 meters. Other first-
place finishers for the Bombers 
were junior Christie Dilccr in 
tile 200-mcter (28.59) and Free-
man in the 55-meterdash (7 .91). 
The team's next meet will be 
this Saturday at tile Syracuse In-
vitational. Head Coach Kelli Bert 
expects the team to he focused 
for the event 
"People need to have indi-
vidual goals and be more com-
. pctitivc against the other team," 
Bert said. 
The men's swim team extended 
its undefeated record to 12-0 for the 
first time since 1990 after defeating 
the University of Rochester on the 
toad Saturday~ 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
& DIVING 
Head Coach Kevin Markwardt 
was quick not to overlook Roches-
ter. 
"Rochester always has a good 
team," he said. ··we knew we had 
to swim well in order to win." 
Ithaca had to deal witll adversity 
before the meet. "One of our best 
freshmen, Scou Pavlick, walked-in 
tile morning of the meet with a 
dislocated finger and was unable to 
swim. while our only freshman flyer 
[Jason Matthews] got sick on the 
way to tile meet," Markwardt said. 
Ithaca still had more than 
enough talent to win, 146-93. 
Senior Colin Herlihy recorded 
firsts in the 400-yard individual 
medley (4:21.95) and tile 200-yard 
breaststroke (2:12.8). In addition, 
Also adding first-place wins 
were freshman Pat Kielty and 
sophomore Bill Frank. Kiclt} won 
the SO-yard freestyle (22.86) and 
the 200-yard backstroke( 2:04.16) 
Frank was able to improve upon 
his previous personal best of third 
place and was victorious in the 200-
y,ard butterfly. 
'"The 200-fly was an exciting 
event for us because we had no 
flyers the second half of tile year 
and Bill Frank stepped up to swim 
this," Markwardt said. 
Ithaca will try to finish tile regu-
lar season undefeated as tlley host 
RIT on Saturday. 
"It is a situation where we can 
exploit their weaknesses but we 
can't completely overlook them," 
Markwardtsaid. "Wecan'tgotllere 
and have a poor performance." 
Captain Herlihy does not give 
RIT the credit as his coach does. 
"We'll blow them out of the 
water," Herlihy said. ''We can't 
lose-we're amazing." 
Add I Drop Period Ends: 
Fri. Feb. 2, 4PM 
NoMBERS~ NoMBERs. 
EVERYWHERE! 
Pass / Fail Tum in Ends: 
Fri. Feb. 9, 4PM 
Completed forms must be turned in 
to the Registrar~ Office, Job 2 
by the above dates/times 
·St 
Follow the Bombers 
and find out who did what. 
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SCOREBOARD MEN 1S SWIMMING AND DIVING ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK Men's Swimming and Diving (12-0) 
Ithaca def. Rochester 146-93 
Nwm 
Colin Herlihy Sr. 
Todd Poludniak Sr. 
1 
38 
36 
2 .a 
3 4 
4 - 5. 
.4 .5. IQI ~ 
0 1 49 313.01 
1 1 50 309.92 Men's Indoor Traci< and Field (2-0) 
Ithaca def. Binghamton 73.5-54.5 
Ithaca def. Cortland 73.5-49 
Pat Kielty Fr. 30 6 ''4 2 0 45 251.42 
iteidi Crossman 
Indoor Track and Field 
Women's Indoor Track and Reid (2-0) 
Ithaca def. Binghamton 72~ 
Ithaca def. Cortland 72-60-
Women's Swimming and Diving (6-2) 
Ithaca def. Rochester 133-109 
Women's Basketball (10-5, 2-2) 
Hartwick def. Ithaca 66-44 
Williams Smith def. Ithaca 77-72 
Brian Barber So. 
Scott Pavlick Fr. 
Jason Morini Fr. 
Braden Rothig Fr. 
Wil6am Frank So. 
Tim Marshall $0. 
Nick Failla Fr. 
Kurt Jorgensen Fr. 
Michael Pietrak Jr. 
Keith Reece So. 
17 15 
21 13 
8 14 
l2 9 
6 11 
11 8 
3 8 
1 4 
0 9 
7 6 
9 1 1 46 176.76 
3 2 2 44 163.17 
8 1 0 34 158.50 
0 0 0 21 143.00 
10 2 2 31 130.33 
10 3 1 36 111.58 
17 3 1 35 78.00 
14 4 2 28 69.50 
4 3 3 21 67.00 
5 3 0 21 64.25 
Men's Basketball (9-6, 2-2) 
Ithaca def. Nazareth 55-50 
A.I. T. def Ithaca 72-62 
Ithaca def. Hobart 79-56 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING 
In a tri-meet with 
Binghamton and 
Cortland on 
Saturday, senior 
Heidi Crossman 
posted a first place 
victory in the long 
jump (4.96), a 
second place honor 
in the high jump 
(4-10) and third 
place in the 55-
meter hurdles (9.4). 
~ 1 2 
Renee Helbok Fr. 27 8 
Julie Steele Fr. 22 6 
Gymnastics (2-2-1) Debby Werner So. 14 6 
Cortland def. lthaca140.15-138.825 
Ithaca tied Osh-Kosh (Wisc.) 
138.825-138.825 
Dara Porterfield Fr. 
Sarah Duffy Fr. 
Leslie Greene So. 
12 12 
11 7 
4 11 
Wrestling (0-6) Amanda Liddy Jr. 11 2 Ruth Vesler Fr. 7 8 R.I.T. def. Ithaca 30-6 
Anna Thomas Jr. 4 4 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
Lindsey Cassel Sr. 
Jenn Earley So. 
Angie Richer So. 
7 2 
3 3 
1 3 
Women's Career Steals Leaders Keri Boduch Fr. 0 2 
Marcy Shapiro Fr. 
NQ.. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
~ Season .G.~AY.-
Lisa Tibbles 1990-92 50 203 4.1 
R. Aguilar 1986-90 96 200 2.1 
Val Gazda 1982-86 87 165 1.9 
Jo Leiva 89-91,92-93 77 159 2.1 
K. Fischer 1989-93 100 157 1.6 
L. Hancock 1986-90 96 156 1.6 
T. Shaffer 1989-93 104 154 1.5 
N. Winakor 1992-96 63 136 2.2 
Amy Griffith 1991-93 55 126 2.3 
'. ,i,: 
7 1 
AITT-J Reivich Sr. 0 1 
GYMNASTICS 
W 1/13 
L 1/21 
W 1/21 
L 1/25 
T 1/25 
Opponent 
Brockport 142.7-137.68 
@ Springfield 179.42-176.67 
Cortland 176.67-175.47 
@ Cortland 140.15-138.82 
Oshkosh (Wi.) 138.82-138.82 
WE'RE GONNA 
FLOOR 
YOU! 
', . ~_;·:... 
'-':··~: ... 
-j/#f. 
The 
iti~ llaurtside 
. T ·Racquet & Fitness Club 
6 
BIG CHANGES IN FACILITIES 
• New Cybex Circuit • New State-of-the-Art Aerobics Studio 
• Bigger & Better Free Weight Roo~ 
NO CHANGES IN SEMESTER RATE 
Judd Falls Rd. 277-0200 
,> 
1 ~ Q IQI ~ 
0 2 0 37 322.25 
2 3 4 37 219 
1 1 3 25 164.5 
2 5 3 34 159.25 
7 4 4 33 155.75 
6 3 3 27 155 
3 0 0 16 134 
5 3 2 25 124 
6 2 5 21 114 
4 4 3 20 79 
3 5 7 21 56.75 
4 3 3 14 48.75 
3 1 3 9 45 
4 1 3 16 45 
3 4 7 15 34.5 
GAME OF THE WEEK 
On Saturday night, the wrestling squad will 
Last season, the versatile Crossman 
finished first in the pentathalon at the New 
York State Collegiate Athletic Association 
Indoor Track Championship meet. 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Thursday 211 
7:00 Women's Basketball @ Wilkes 
Men's Basketball vs. Cazenovia 
Saturday 2/3 
1 :00 Gymnastics vs West Chester 
w/ Wilson and Navy 
Men's Swimming & Diving 
vs R.I.T. 
2:00 Women's Basketball vs. Elmira 
8:00 Wrestling vs. Cornell 
TBA Men's Indoor Track & Field 
@ Syracuse Invitational 
Women's Indoor Track & Field 
@ Syracuse Invitational 
, host their cross town rivals, the Big Red 
from Division I wrestling power Cornell. The 
Big Red has taken eight of the 1 1 pairings 
over the years. A victory would provide the 
blue and gold with momentum as they head 
into post-season competition. Cornell was 
Sunday 2/4 
2:00 Women's Basketball @ Skidmore 
Men's Basketball vs. S. Vermont 
. ';, 
Tuesday 216 
6:00 Women's Basketball@ R.I.T. 
victorious last season by a score of 39-6. Men's Basketball@ R.I.T. 
------------------, 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
PROGRAM 
IN LOS ANGELES 
*** 
SUMMER & FALL, 1996 
*** 
If you are (1) a current Communications major or 
minor; will have (2) completed 60 credits by end of 
Spring, 1996, including at least 15 communication 
credits; and (3) are in good academic, judicial, and 
financial standing in the School of Communications 
and Ithaca College---
then attend the 
ORIENTATION MEETING 
Thursday, February 1 
12: 10 - 1 :00 in the Park Auditorium 
THE MEETING IS OPEN TO ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS 
Application deadline for Summer & Fall, 1996, is Friday, February 16 
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THE BIG PICTURE 
PAGE 28 
Top: Goose tends to play extended 
versions of their songs in concert. Here, 
drummer Jay Damberg concentrates 
during his 10-minute solo. 
Below right: With intense emotion, singer 
Zach Taylor leads the band through its 
three-hour set. The members of Goose 
write all their own music and lyrics but 
occasionally play cover tunes in concert. 
Bottom: The hometown crowd of about 
500 people packed Key West in what was 
the second largest crowd in the bar's 
history. Goose consists of two guitarists, 
a bassist, a drummer and a lead singer. In 
April they will have been playing together 
for two years. 
Below left: Lead guitarist David Yontorno 
cranks out the intro to another song. With 
each show the band plays a different set, 
always experimenting with new material. 
Photos by 
Scott McDermott 
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TffuRsDAY,FE8RUAR~l, 1996 THE ITIIACAN 
Goose Down 
The 'Goose flock' gathered at 
. 
Key West Saturday night for 
local band Goose's first show in 
Ithaca since touring the Rocky 
Mountain State·s. They had -a 
tight 20-day schedule, which 
included 10 shows in six states. 
Goose was promoting their 
album "No Time Like the 
Pleasant," _which has already 
sold about 500 copies. · 
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